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KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA 

THE AUSTRALIAN 
COVID-19 SHAMBLES 
CONTINUES

At the moment it is difficult to write about 
anything else – and from a national security 
point of view we are all once again being 

reminded of the consequences of being overly 
dependent on international supply chains. From 
a project management perspective, we are being 
further reminded of what happens when there 
is a single point of failure, such as relying on a 
particular vaccine, just as it was a mistake awarding 
the future submarine contract to a single supplier 
so early. From a civil defence angle, we can see 
the chaos resulting in states having uncoordinated 
responses involving different agencies and varying 
lines of responsibility.

One of the important things that Defence 
requires of companies bidding for projects is 
that they produce a risk management plan – and 
sometimes more than one if it is for a complex 
and expensive undertaking. The first vaccine 
against Covid-19 was announced by Pfizer on 
January 20, 2020 – almost 18 months ago. 
Others quickly followed. What was not known 
at that stage was how effective it would be, 
how safe, how long it would last – and so on. 
But from that moment onwards the experts 
knew that it could be done – and what followed 
was accelerated testing to answer the other 
questions and fine tune the solutions.

Allowing for a certain level of political inertia – it 
took a few months for most people to be finally 
convinced of the seriousness of the situation – 
planning should have commenced in mid 2020 for 
the rapid roll out of vaccines to all Australians. That 
needed to involve risk management experts, who 
would have concluded very quickly that relying 
so heavily on a single vaccine from Astra Zeneca 
was a mistake; that assuming all contracts would 

be fulfilled on schedule was another mistake; and 
preparations had to be made to get Australians 
stuck overseas back home. There are many more 
matters that needed to be analysed, but these look 
like the big ones.

On the evidence available – or rather the lack of 
it – none of that was done. Once we are through 
all of this – perhaps in a year from now – it would 
be a good idea to have a major inquiry, preferably 
a Royal Commission, into what went wrong and 
how things can be improved. The initial response 
of shutting down all international travel and locking 
down the country was a very blunt instrument, 
but it worked. However, from that point on no one 
actually seemed to have a clear idea of what to 
do, let alone start planning for the reopening of 
the country.

An inquiry might well conclude that what 
Australia needs is a national disaster coordination 
and response body, perhaps something like the 
US Federal Emergency Management Agency. 
While far from perfect – it has been a bit of 
a political football with fluctuations in funding 
and in governance – the basic idea of having a 
single body coordinating the response to major 
emergencies seems sound. 

The closest Australia has come in the time of 
Covid has been meetings of the National Cabinet, 
which started off as quite productive but then often 
degenerated into political point scoring between 
the states and the federal government – and 
amongst themselves - as well as demonstrating 
the blame-shifting that has become such a notable 
feature of life in general, and politics in particular. 

If we look at two small inquiries that have 
already taken place – the Ruby Princess 
passenger disaster in NSW and the Melbourne 
hotel quarantine disaster – amazingly it transpired 
in both cases that no one was to blame. It was as 
if things just magically happened by themselves 
with unclear records, losses of memory and 
a general sense of confusion about who was 
responsible for everything.

To continue the national security linkage for 

a bit longer, one of the reasons why the ADF is 
an effective fighting force is that it trains hard 
and often. The three services individually and 
collectively are being put through their paces in 
the most realistic way possible – and often with 
friends and allies. Covid has had an impact, but 
only a relatively small one with exercises such 
as the forthcoming Talisman Sabre going full 
steam ahead.

While many exercises are physical, a lot of what 
takes place are desktop in nature. This is what 
should have been happening in the middle of last 
year in preparation for vaccine distribution. The 
federal government should have put one person 
in charge, with the necessary support staff – 
and all of the states should have been involved. 
They needed a single focus: how to vaccinate 
everyone. The day-to-day tasks of running health 
departments, giving media briefings, reassuring 
the public and especially the huge job of running 
the economy should have been left to others, 
especially politicians.

Such a body of professionals – without 
any distractions and with no budget ceiling – 
should have been empowered to make practical 
recommendations to be accepted on a bipartisan 
basis. If changes to federal laws were needed, that 
would hopefully have taken place with the support 
of the opposition and the crossbench – after all, 
who would want to get in the way of a response 
to a pandemic? Any states that quibbled over the 
constitutionality of measures would be welcome to 
take their complaints to the High Court, preferably 
after the pandemic was over.

To conclude on an entirely different note: the 
demoting of Veterans’ Affairs Minister Darren 
Chester, axed because he was not a supporter 
of the new leader of the National Party Barnaby 
Joyce. Mr Chester was decent, hard working and 
widely respected. By his own account, the reasons 
given by Mr Joyce for his sacking were incoherent. 
He will be missed – and his removal is a sad 
commentary on the petty, childish and vindictive 
levels to which Australian politics often sinks.
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A COLLABORATION  PLATFORM

The Australian Missile Corporation is a subsidiary 
of NIOA, formed to facilitate collaboration between 

industry partners, academia, State Governments and 
Defence in response to the Australian Government’s call 

to establish a sovereign guided weapons enterprise.

 Our mission is to form a collaborative teaming of 
like-minded organisations, willing and able to support 

the Sovereign Guided Weapons Enterprise and help 
secure Australia’s sovereign defence capabilities. 

We need to do this together. 
To truly establish an Australian sovereign guided 

weapons enterprise, we will require a strong, 
motivated and diverse team, 

working together in the national interest. 

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST
www.australianmissilecorporation.com.au
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THE AUSTRALIAN MISSILE 
CORPORATION CONTINUES 
TO ANNOUNCE NEW LEADING 
AUSTRALIAN PARTNERS TO 
SUPPORT THE SOVEREIGN 
GUIDED WEAPONS ENTERPRISE
29 June 2021

The Australian Missile Corporation (AMC) is 
pleased to announce the latest addition to the 
AMC collaboration with the signing of Moog 
Australia. This follows previous announcements of 
collaborations with Quickstep, Black Sky Aerospace, 
John Hart, Allweld Manufacturing, Benchon, Milspec 
Manufacturing, Thomas Global Systems, Skyborne, 
Archer Materials, Air Affairs Australia and Sage. The 
expertise of these companies with world-leading 
insights will be critical to support the Australian 
Government as it realises its vision for a sovereign 
guided weapons enterprise equipped and ready to 
support the Australian Defence Force.

The Australian Missile Corporation is a subsidiary 
of NIOA, formed to facilitate collaboration between 
industry partners, academia, State Governments and 
Defence in response to the Australian Government’s 
call to establish a sovereign guided weapons 
enterprise. 

Robert Nioa, CEO of NIOA and the Australian 
Missile Corporation welcomed Moog Australia: ‘’We 
are looking forward to partnering with Moog. They 
are a truly innovative company with deep experience 
in the design, manufacture and integration of high-
end guided weapon systems. Moog's commitment to 
‘100 percent quality, 100 percent on time delivery' 
is exactly the same winning mindset that the AMC 
wants to cultivate in the guided weapons enterprise.”

Bryan O'Connor, Managing Director of Moog 
Australia, said: "With a legacy spanning nearly 70 
years, Moog has been providing precision steering 
controls and propulsion systems for missiles travelling 
up to hypersonic speeds. Similarly, Moog is excited to 
partner with the AMC in developing a sovereign guided 
weapons industrial base in Australia."

NIOA was founded in regional Queensland in 
1973 and is the largest Australian-owned weapons 
and munitions Prime Contractor. Committed to the 
development of Australian sovereign capability, 
NIOA is investing $130m in domestic munitions 
and explosives manufacturing over the next five 
years, including a $60m artillery shell forging plant 
in Maryborough Queensland with joint-venture 
partner Rheinmetall Waffe Munitions, an upgrade of 
the Commonwealth’s Government-owned Benalla 
munitions plant in Victoria and an $11m expansion 
of its Brisbane warehouse and distribution facility.

Moog Australia Pty Ltd established in 1979, is 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Moog Inc. a leading 
global supplier, delivering motion control and 
electronic solutions to the military. As a Defence 
Recognised Supplier since 2003, Moog Australia has 
been actively supporting the efforts of Australian and 
New Zealand's operational and training forces.

Moog provides mission critical systems and 
components across Land, Air and Sea platforms 
including the F/A-18 Hornet and Super Hornet, Black 
Hawk, AP-3C Orion, ASLAV, M113AS4, M1A1, LHD, 
AWD, Collins Class Submarine and future platforms 
including the F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter 
and the Boxer CRV. Our mission is to design and 
manufacture mission critical Defence Solutions 
from Australia for the Asia-Pacific, focused on 
weaponization and precision motion control.

RAFAEL UNVEILS: SEA BREAKER  
5TH GENERATION, MARITIME 
& LAND-BASED LONG-RANGE 
ATTACK WEAPON SYSTEM
Sea Breaker utilizes Rafael's technological 
innovations such as electro-optics, computer 
vision, Artificial Intelligence and decision-
making algorithms for full operational capability 
in GNSS-denied environments for maritime 
superiority missions

TEL AVIV, 30 June 2021 
Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. unveils Sea 
Breaker, a 5th generation long range, autonomous, 
precision-guided missile system, enabling significant 
attack performance against a variety of high-value 
maritime and land targets.

Sea Breaker is a naval and artillery unit force-
multiplier, designed to overcome the modern warfare 
arena challenges, using Rafael's legacy of high-end 
precision-guided solutions. 

Sea Breaker provides surgical, pin-point precision 
strikes from stand-off ranges of up to 300 km. It 

features an advanced IIR (Imaging Infra-Red) seeker, 
ideal for engagement of maritime and land targets, 
stationary or moving, in advanced Anti Access/Area 
Denial (A2/AD) arenas, and in littoral or brown water, 
including archipelago, as well as for engagements in 
which previous generation RF-seeker-based missiles 
are not effective.

Sea Breaker can be launched from naval 
platforms, varying in size, from fast attack missile 
boats, to corvettes and frigates. The land version 
is a central part of the shore defense, based on 
Rafael's highly-mobile SPYDER launchers. The 
battery architecture supports standalone launchers, or 
operation as an integrated solution, with a command 
and control Unit (CCU) and various sensors, based 
on customer requirements. 

Using Artificial Intelligence, Sea Breaker performs 
deep-learning and big data-based scene-matching, 
a unique combat-proven Rafael technology, enabling 
Automatic Target Acquisition (ATA) and Automatic 
Target Recognition (ATR). The system has full 
operational capability in GNSS-denied arenas, in all 
weather conditions. The missile is ECM immune and 
jam-resilient. Sea Breaker's mission profile enables 
sea-skimming and terrain-following low-level flight 
above ground.

Flying at high subsonic speeds, Sea Breaker 
has a multi-directional, synchronized full sphere 
attack capability, based on predefined attack plans, 
according to waypoints, azimuth, impact angle and 
aim point selection, ensuring a high probability of 
mission success, with a 250 lb. penetration, blast 
and fragmentation warhead, making a single hit 
effective enough to neutralize a frigate-sized ship.

The missile's datalink supports real-time man-in-
the-loop decision-making and tactical updates. It 
also features a mid-flight abort capability and Battle 
Damage Assessment (BDA).

To learn more about Sea Breaker, please click 
here: https://www.rafael.co.il/sea-breaker/

Sea Breaker (Rafael image)
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NORTHROP GRUMMAN TO 
BUILD MORE COMBAT-PROVEN 
INFRARED COUNTERMEASURE 
SYSTEMS

ROLLING MEADOWS, Ill. – 25 June 2021
Northrop Grumman Corporation will install more 
life-saving Large Aircraft Infrared Countermeasure 
(LAIRCM) systems on U.S. and international fixed-
wing and rotary wing aircraft under a $146 million 
order from the U.S. Air Force.

The award is part of an existing indefinite 
delivery, indefinite quantity contract to Northrop 
Grumman for LAIRCM upgrades, modifications and 
installations on a wide range of aircraft, including 
the C-17, C-5, C-130J, P-8, CH-53K, KC-46 and 
platforms operated by international customers.

“Northrop Grumman has been protecting 
U.S. Air Force platforms from missile threats 
for more than 25 years,” said Bob Gough, vice 
president, navigation, targeting and survivability, 
Northrop Grumman. “We remain steadfast in 
our commitment to delivering advanced aircraft 
survivability systems that help ensure aircrews 
make it home safely.”

Northrop Grumman’s family of countermeasure 
systems such as LAIRCM and the new Common 
Infrared Countermeasure (CIRCM) system are 
installed on more than 1,500 aircraft of 85 
different types, providing spherical protection by 
detecting, tracking and jamming incoming infrared 

threats. The most advanced aircraft survivability 
equipment available, it defeats threats by directing 
a high-intensity laser beam into the eye of the fast-
moving missile’s infrared seeker.

Using a range of industry best practices to 
achieve agility, Northrop Grumman leverages its 
years of infrared countermeasure expertise in a 
modern, modularized agile framework to continue 
providing capable and adaptable LAIRCM systems 
to the U.S. Air Force.

AUSTRALIAN AND US 
UNIVERSITIES MAKE 
BREAKTHROUGHS IN QUANTUM 
COMPUTING AND ADDITIVELY 
MANUFACTURED MATERIALS
24 June 2021 
The success of two international research 
collaborations by Australian universities has seen 
their projects extend by two years with funding 
from Defence’s Next Generation Technologies Fund 
(NGTF). 

The Australian project teams will receive $2 
million each to expand work under the Australia—
US Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative 
(AUSMURI) program.

Griffith University, the University of Technology 
Sydney, and the University of New South Wales 
are creating knowledge that may one day enable 
error-tolerant quantum computers; while the 

University of Sydney is working to create more 
robust and available materials through additive 
manufacturing. Both projects have significant 
Defence and wider commercial benefits.

Dr David Kershaw, Chief Science Engagement 
and Impact Division said through the project on 
Quantum Control "Based on Real-time Environment 
Analysis by Spectator Qubits, Griffith University 
and its Australian partners have provided ground-
breaking advances in quantum sensing and 
control in collaboration with the US team, led by 
Duke University.

“With their grant extension, by 2022 the project 
is expected to benefit the Quantum Assured 
Positioning, Navigation and Timing STaR Shot 
and may enhance distributed sensor arrays on 
battlefields of the future.

“The University of Sydney’s project on 
Microstructure Control in Metal Additive 
Manufacturing generated new scientific knowledge 
and has been instrumental in the establishment 
of a world-class additive-manufacturing facility in 
Australia,” Dr Kershaw said.

The project’s outcomes are expected to support 
rapid in-field repairs of aerospace and land-vehicle 
structures and at-sea repairs of maritime vessels.

The University is collaborating with another 
group of high-profile US universities, led by the 
University of Tennessee. 

“The grant extensions demonstrate the 
research strength of Australian universities in 
the international arena and support Australian 
researchers collaborating with global innovation 
networks to address high-priority topics for defence 
capability,” Dr Kershaw said.

The NGTF seeks research and development 
proposals from Australian universities, small to 
medium enterprises, publicly funded research 
agencies and defence industry to support defence 
capability, investing a total of $25 million over the 
nine years of the AUSMURI program.

BAE SYSTEMS RAMPS F-35 
ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEM 
PRODUCTION
28 June 2021
BAE Systems, Inc. is providing Lockheed Martin 
with additional electronic warfare (EW) systems, 
retrofit kits, and spares for the F-35 Lightning 
II aircraft. The contract builds on BAE Systems’ 
on-time delivery of more than 800 state-of-the-art 
AN/ASQ-239 electronic warfare/countermeasure 
systems to date, providing F-35 jets with critical 
situational awareness and survivability capabilities.

A Royal Australian Air Force C-17 Globemaster aircraft lands at Australia's main operating base in the 
Middle East. Credit: CoA / Yuri Ramsey
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“We’ve delivered cutting-edge electronic warfare 
systems for every F-35 fighter,” said Deb Norton, 
vice president of F-35 Solutions at BAE Systems. 
“Our team is focused on manufacturing excellence 
and execution, providing agile, adaptable systems to 
outpace the current and future threat.”

This Lot 16 award comes as BAE Systems delivers 
Lot 14 systems and executes material orders for Lot 
15. The company is currently producing 18 shipsets 
a month as it ramps production to more than 20 
shipsets a month in 2022 to match F-35 aircraft Low 
Rate Initial Production.

The AN/ASQ-239 EW system provides advanced 
offensive and defensive capabilities that enable the 
F-35 to engage complex and highly capable threats. 
The innovative system is designed for performance, 
manufacturability, sustainability, and future 
upgradability.

BAE Systems is a leader in system affordability, 
having reduced the cost of the F-35 EW system 
by 77% since it was first produced and achieving 
all affordability targets since the inception of the 
program. The company is also among Lockheed 
Martin’s highest-rated suppliers for both quality and 
on-time delivery.

BAE Systems also is a leader in EW – 

designing, manufacturing, and sustaining some 
of the most advanced systems in the world. 
The company is focused on agile engineering, 
manufacturing, and sustainment solutions to 
accelerate the transition of laboratory innovations 
to the field. The company’s expertise in 
performance-based logistics has yielded a 60% 

improvement in F-35 EW system availability.
The AN/ASQ-239 system is manufactured at the 

BAE Systems state-of-the-art EW production facility 
in Nashua, N.H. For additional information on BAE 
Systems’ work on the F-35 program, visit www.
baesystems.com/ew or www.baesystems.com/en-us/
product/f-35.

Two RAAF F-35A Lightning II aircraft, including A35-032 (front), from No. 2 Operational Conversion Unit, fly 
over the Northern Territory during Exercise Rogue Ambush 21-1. Credit: CoA / Adam Abela
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REDBACK IFV TO BE TESTED BY 
ROK ARMY
MELBOURNE: The Republic of Korea (ROK) Army 
is scheduled to trial the Redback Infantry Fighting 
Vehicle (IFV) next year.
The Defense Acquisition Program Administration 
(DAPA), South Korea’s arms procurement agency, 
has made that decision as part of its efforts to assess 
the detailed capabilities of up- to-date weapons 
systems available for overseas sales.

Built by Hanwha Defense Australia, the Redback is 
a 5th Generation IFV and was designed specifically 
to meet the demanding requirements of Australia’s 
Land 400 Phase 3 project, which is an $18.1 billion 
to $27.1 billion program tasked to acquire up to 450 
Infantry Fighting Vehicles in place of for the Australian 
Army’s M113 armoured personnel carriers.

The Redback was shortlisted in 2019 as one of 
the final two contenders for Land 400 Phase

3. Three Redback vehicles were delivered to the 
Commonwealth earlier this year to undergo test and 
evaluation under the Risk Mitigation Activity (RMA) 
that concludes in October.

According to the DAPA, the trials in South Korea 
will be conducted by a mechanized unit of the 
ROK Army throughout April to June 2022. The trial 
sessions will include driving tests both on paved and 
unpaved roads and tactical field trainings.

For the ROK Army trials, one of the three RMA 
vehicles will be handed over to the mechanized unit 
following Australian tests and evaluations.

The ROK Army currently operates K21 IFVs with 
a plan to order more, while the service is seeking to 
deploy next-generation IFVs meeting its operational 
requirements in the long- term.

The ROK Army’s interest has been aroused by the 
Redback’s strong progress with systems integration 
including recent successful demonstration of the 
Iron Fist Active Protection System and test firing 
of the SPIKE LR-2 Anti-Tank Guide Missile from a 
Redback vehicle.

ROK military personnel are expected to see 
first-hand the performance of Iron Vision and the 
composite rubber track used on the Redback.

Iron Vision effectively allows the crew to see 
through the vehicle’s armour by projecting the 
image outside the vehicle onto their helmet-mounted 
displays. Redback’s rubber tracks reduce noise and 
vibration while offering superior ride quality for its 
crews and the soldiers it protects.

Hanwha Defense has ambitions for IFV 
programs outside Australia and is actively pursuing 
opportunities in the US and Europe.

The ROK Army’s interest to the Redback and 
Hanwha’s global IFV ambitions could create export 
opportunities for Australian Industry given the 
importance of secondary supply chain security for 
South Korea.

SAAB AWARDED U.S. MARINE 
CORPS CONTRACT FOR NEXT- 
GENERATION LIVE TRAINING 
SYSTEMS
17 June 2021
The U.S. Marine Corps Program Manager for Training 
Systems has awarded Saab the Force on Force 
Training Systems - Next (FoFTS-Next) Single Award 
Task Order Contract (SATOC). The contracthas a 

potential value of US $127.9 million. 
The FoFTS-Next SATOC will include U.S. Marine 

Corps Training Instrumentation Systems (MCTIS) 
equipment, logistics, and training exercise support. 

Through this framework agreement with future task 
orders exercised, Saab will provide a full turnkey live 
training capability to include equipment deliveries 
for individual Marine weapons and vehicles, as well 
as logistics and maintenance support and training 
exercise support at all major U.S. Marine Corps 
installations worldwide. 

“Ensuring the readiness of our Armed Forces is the 
foundation of all Saab training systems. The Saab 
Live MCTIS Training System is a proven solution that 
will provide interoperability training to prepare our 
U.S. Marines for combat effectiveness across multi-
domain operations,” said Erik Smith, President and 
CEO of Saab in the U.S. 

The Saab next-generation Live MCTIS Training 
System will replace the U.S. Marine Corps’ current 
Instrumentation and Tactical Engagement Simulation 
System (ITESS) equipment. Through innovative 
use of technology and a well-proven training 
philosophy, Saab offers world leading training 
solutions and capabilities enabling interoperability 
and true realism for land forces. Saab offers 
solutions for live training, live fire training, virtual 
training, and training services.

U.S. Marine Corps Lance Cpl. Hunter Johnson, a gunner with Weapons Company, 1st Battalion, 7th Marine Regiment, 
Marine Rotational Force – Darwin, center; Sgt. 1st Class Akito Yagi, a sniper with 50th Infantry Regiment, Japan Ground 
Self-Defense Force, left; and Australian Army Pvt. Lochlan Bryden, a rifleman with Bravo Company, 5th Battalion, Royal 
Australian Regiment, assume a tactical position during the closing ceremony of exercise Southern Jackaroo at Mount 
Bundey Training Area, NT, Australia, June 24, 2021. Credit: USMC / Lydia Gordon

Redback IFV (Hanwha photo)
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SOVEREIGN SUPPORT FOR AUSTRALIA’S 
MARITIME MISSION SYSTEMS
Investing in Western Australia’s maritime defence industry
L3Harris delivers unparalleled, sovereign support solutions to address the Australian Defence Force’s critical challenges in the 
maritime domain. From our base in Western Australia, we are well-positioned to provide leading-edge sustainment and maintenance 
for Australia’s maritime mission systems. L3Harris is committed to employing a skilled local workforce, providing opportunities in 
training, education and research within the state.

As a key component in Australia’s Offshore Patrol Vessel, Future Frigate and Attack Class Submarine programs, providing navigation, 
communications and integrated platform management systems, L3Harris is a trusted Australian partner, delivering confidence and 
enhancing local Australian capability through global knowledge and technology transfer.
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SEA129 PHASE 5

T he companies shortlisted by Defence are 
BAE Systems Australia, Insitu Pacific, 
Northrop-Grumman Australia, Raytheon 

Australia and Textron Systems Australia.
“This Program will acquire maritime unmanned 

intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance and 
targeting aircraft systems which will complement 
current sensors and systems on Navy’s ships, 
while boosting a ship’s area of surveillance,” acting 
Defence Minister Senator Marise Payne said in the 
news release.

The release added that the project is expected to 
be worth $270 million, with Block 1 being just the 
first phase of a 30-year continuous development 
program, with five-year rolling block upgrades, 
which will incorporate new technology upgrades.

Minister for Defence Industry Melissa Price said 
that by incorporating new technology through 
block upgrades every five years, the program 

would support the development of Australia’s UAS 
industry, while providing the Navy with “leading 
edge” maritime surveillance capability. 

“This process will allow Australian businesses to 
be directly involved in providing greater situational 
awareness for the Fleet, in particular the new Arafura 
Offshore Patrol Vessels, while strengthening long-
term job growth and security,” she added. 

Defence had issued an Invitation to Respond 
(ITR) back in August 2020, inviting industry to put 
forward proposals for the initial phase. The ITR said 
that seven maritime UAS ‘capability bricks’ will be 
acquired under this Block, to be operated primarily 
from the Arafura class offshore patrol vessels 
(OPV) as well as Navy’s ANZAC class frigates 
(FFH). Entry into service is scheduled for 2024.

The ITR added that Block 1 is intended to be 
a “whole-of-systems solution provided by a single 
supplier”, although it concedes that given “the 

differences between the OPV and MFU (major force 
unit) facilities, available aviation spaces, effects and 
operating conditions may result in the capability 
being delivered by two different solutions”

As such, while the “strong preference” is to 
choose a single provider with a “one size fits 
all solution”, it will nevertheless consider having 
different suppliers operating different platforms to 
separate OPV operations from the ANZAC class.

According to the ITR, Block 1 will additionally 
focus on “workforce growth, training system 
development, Combat Management System (CMS) 
integration, and payload development”. Defence 
Minister Senator Linda Reynolds’ office had issued 
a statement a day before the release of the ITR 
noting that the program will provide opportunities for 
Australian industry to innovate, develop and grow.

BAE
BAE is the sole shortlisted company that is keeping 
its cards close to its chest regarding its bid for SEA 
129, telling APDR that it is yet to announce which 
UAS platform it will offer.

It is possible that it will be partnering with Saab 
and offering the UMS Skeldar V-200 VTOL UAS, 
though both companies have pleaded ignorance. 
The V-200 has a Maximum Take Off Weight (MTOW) 
of 235 kg (517-lb) inclusive of carrying multiple 
payloads which include Electro Optical/Infra-red 
(EO/IR) systems, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), 
and Electronic Warfare (EW) sensors. 

UMS Skeldar says that the V-200 has a range of 
200 km (108 nautical miles) and an endurance of 
more than five hours with exact figures dependent 
on payload size and weight, while its operational 
ceiling is 3,000 metres (9,842 feet).

The V-200 is in use with the navies of Germany 
and Indonesia, while it has been undergoing trials 
with the Spanish Navy. Canada has contracted 
QinetiQ to provide unmanned ISTAR solutions to 
the Canadian Navy and special forces, with the L3 
Wescam EO/IR system and Leonardo PicoSAR 
radar mounted on V-200s contracted to the former. 

MIKE YEO // MELBOURNE

UNINHABITED AERIAL SYSTEMS FOR THE RAN 
– A PATH OF CONTINUAL UPGRADES

The Navy’s plans to equip its ships with an unmanned aircraft capability took a step forward in March when five contenders were 
shortlisted for its Project SEA 129 Phase 5 Block 1 Maritime Unmanned Aircraft System (MUAS) requirement. 

822X Squadron members Able Seaman Aviation Support Luke Williams (Left) and Aviation Technician Aircraft, 
Byron Eyres (Right) releasing the recovery line from a ScanEagle Unmanned Aircraft on completion of a sortie at 
Jervis Bay airfield. Credit: CoA / Cameron Martin



INSITU PACIFIC
Insitu Pacific will offer the Integrator or the smaller 
ScanEagle 2 for the program. The Integrator air 
vehicle itself weighs 36.28 kg (80-lb) and has a 
MTOW of 61.2 kg (135-lb). The twin boom design 
has a length of 2.5 metres (8.2 ft) and wingspan of 
4.9 metres (16 ft), and is powered by an electronic 
fuel injection engine that runs on the commonly used 
JP-5/JP-8 fuel, allowing it to stay in the air for up to 
24 hours. 

Insitu calls the Integrator “a modular, flexible and 
multi-mission capable solution for both land and 
maritime operations”. The air vehicle has six spaces 
that can hold up to 18 kg (40-lb) and has 350W of 
onboard power for payloads. 

The company says the payload spaces “can be 
customized with cameras, communication capabilities 
and other advanced mission-specific technologies” 
that can be tailored for mission and other operational 
needs. The type is also used by the U.S. Navy and 
Marines as the RQ-21 Blackjack, along with allied 
nations such as Canada and Poland.

The RAN has previously trialled the use of the 
ScanEagle from its ships operated by the Navy UAS 
Development Unit (NUASDU), and in 2013 operated 
an unmanned aircraft from a RAN ship for the first 
time when one flew from the HMAS Parramatta 
during an embarked demonstration. 

NUASU itself was expanded to 32 personnel having 
originally started with five, driven by the introduction 
of Navy Minor Project 1942 which brought in the 
Schiebel S-100 Camcopter for shipboard trials (more 
on that later). 

This expansion enabled the deployment of one 
ScanEagle flight and one S-100 Flight to sea for 
embarked evaluation activities while maintaining one 
ScanEagle Flight at Nowra for training and land-
based experimentation activities.

The Navy’s Scan Eagles have also gone on an 
operational deployment, when HMAS Newcastle 
took four unmanned aircraft along with their operators 
to the Middle East during the frigate’s participation 
in Operation Manitou in 2017. The UAS flew more 
than 200 hours during that deployment, flying solo or 
working together with the ship’s embarked MH-60R 
Romeo helicopter. 

The deployment also provided the opportunity for 
NUASU, which has since become 822x Squadron, 
to carry out an operational evaluation plan it had 
developed to capture data and learn lessons in the 
lead up to SEA 129. 

Insitu has also been shortlisted for Project LAND 
129 Phase 3 competing against Textron Systems 
for the Army’s Tactical UAS (TUAS) program. The 
company has selected over 20 Australian SMEs 

focused on critical capabilities for UAS growth and 
sustainability through the life of the system, including 
advanced materials and propulsion, sensing and 
software, and seamless integration with existing 
and planned Australian Defence Force systems for 
that program.

Among these SMEs is Melbourne-based Ascent 
Vision Technologies, which will provide its CM234 
Spitfire gimball camera for the Army’s future TUAS, 
regardless of which bidder is successful for the 
program. The Australian company had developed 
the gimball camera with support and investment 
from the Defence Innovation Hub, and the product 
has been described by Director General Army 
Aviation Systems, Brigadier James Allen, as a 
generational leap in optical camera sensor and 
image stabilisation technology.

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
Northrop Grumman is teaming with Leonardo to offer 
the Italian company’s AWHero VTOL UAS. Leonardo 
says that the AWHero is the only rotary wing in its 
class that has been “designed to the same safety 
design concepts applied to helicopters such as 
systems redundancy and guarantees high reliability 
and maintainability, ensuring low operating costs”.

The AWHero is being touted by its manufacturer 
as being capable of performing “a wide spectrum 
of battlefield and maritime missions including:  
Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and 
Reconnaissance (ISTAR), force protection, combat 
support, route clearance, cargo re-supply, anti-
piracy, maritime security operations and Beyond 
Line of Sight (BLOS) communications relay for other 
unmanned systems”.

Two modular payload bays carry sensors including 

radar, EO/IR systems and Light Imaging Detection 
and Ranging (LiDAR) and advanced communication 
systems. The payloads can be nose, underbelly or 
side-mounted, with the nose bay mounting a 10” EO/
IR turret or an 8” EO/IR turret with radar, while the 
underbelly and side bays can be used for heavier 
payloads.

The AWHero is a 200-kg (440-lb) class UAS, 
including an 85-kg (187-lb) useful load. It has an 
endurance of 6 hours with a 35-kg (72-lb) payload, 
and ceiling is 14,000 feet (4,267 metres). 

Northrop Grumman had been widely expected to 
offer its MQ-8 Fire Scout family for SEA 129, but 
the program’s more modest requirements for the 
Arafura-class OPVs had put paid to those hopes, 
and teaming with Leonardo appears to be a logical 
course of action given the latter’s AN/ZPY-8 radar is 
fitted on the U.S. Navy’s M-8Cs. 

Should the Hunter-class frigates being acquired 
via SEA 5000 need a more capable UAS, the large 
Fire Scout could conceivably be an option although 
much would also depend on the path forward for the 
U.S. Navy, whose own aims and budgets are unclear. 
There are suggestions that the service is seeking to 
retool its MQ-8C program for roles like sonobuoy 
dropping and mine warfare. 

RAYTHEON AUSTRALIA
Raytheon Australia has carried its partnership with 
Schiebel Pacific for LAND 129 Phase 3 over to 
SEA 129, offering the familiar Camcopter S-100 
for the Navy project despite its lack of success for 
LAND 129. 

The Camcopter platform is already a familiar one 
for the Navy, which has already extensively trialled it 
after having selected the VTOL UAS in 2016 under 
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An 822X Squadron Schiebel S-100 Camcopter Unmanned Aircraft in flight at Jervis Bay airfield. 
Credit: CoA / Cameron Martin
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Navy Minor Project 1942. The type was accepted 
into navy service in 2018 and like the ScanEagle, is 
now serving with 822X Squadron. 

Operating the type has provided valuable lessons 
for the Navy about UAS and provided guidance 
for SEA 129, with one of the first ones being that 
they needed to operate on heavy fuels. This saw 
Schiebel quickly introduce the S-2 heavy fuel 
engine on the Navy’s S-100s, with acceptance tests 
clearing JP-5 and Jet A-1 for use in March 2020. 

The use of heavy fuels makes it compatible with 
the fuel for powering marine gas turbines and 
manned helicopters, simplifying the logistics train 
by removing the needs for storing an additional fuel 
type on board ships. 

The Camcopter has also undertaken shipboard 
trials on the Anzac class frigate HMAS Ballarat later 
in 2020 to evaluate how the system, weighing up to 
200 kg (440-lb), can be operated out at sea. 

The type has also been used by the Army’s 
20th Surveillance and Target Acquisition (STA) 
Regiment, most notably during Exercise Hamel 
in 2018 using leased systems. Later that year, 
Schiebel, in cooperation with ELTA Systems and 
Overwatch Imaging, demonstrated the former’s 
ELK-7065 Compact Airborne HF COMINT/DF 3D 
System during the first week, followed by Overwatch 
Imaging’s TK-5 Firewatch AI-enabled imagery system 
on an S-100 during a two-week exercise.

Raytheon Australia had said that for LAND 129 
Phase 3 they will offer an “operationally superior 
rotary wing UAS that is highly flexible and provides 
both a small footprint, no dedicated launch and 
recovery equipment and a high payload capacity”, 
noting that the Camcopter “provides real capability 
that has operated with the Australian military that’s 
ready now”, adding that it was “low risk”. 

TEXTRON
The other competitor up against Insitu in the Army’s 
Project LAND 129 Phase 3 for a land-based TUAS 
is Textron with its Aerosonde V4.7/HQ. The small 
UAS was originally a product of AAI, which was 
acquired by Textron in 2007, and its Australian 
operations are now run out of Melbourne. 

Textron also has a footprint in Australia’s UAS 
capability, with the RQ-7B Shadow 200 TUAS 
having previously been acquired by the Army under 
Project LAND 129 Phase 2, a capability that is 
being replaced by Phase 3. 

The company says the Aerosonde family is 
designed for “expeditionary land- and sea-based 
operations and equipped for simultaneous day/
night full-motion video, communications relay, 
signals intelligence and a customer-selected 
payload in a single flight” adding that the type “is 
field-proven with more than 450,000 flight hours, 
including desert heat and Arctic cold”. 

The 36.4 kg (80-lb) air vehicle has a range of 140 
km (88 miles) and can stay in the air in excess of 14 
hours while operating at altitude up to 15,000 feet 
(4,572 metres). It can carry payloads of up to 9.1 kg 
(20-lb) and has 200W of onboard power, which can 
include day/night full-motion video imaging, SAR, 
COMINT/SIGINT, and Electronic Warfare (EW) 
packages and stay aloft for more than 14 hours. 

Both Aerosonde variants are powered by the 
Lycoming EL-005 single-cylinder, air-cooled, 
direct-drive, spark-ignited two-stroke engine. The 
powerplant has a dry weight of 6.25 kg (13.8 lbs) 
and is optimized for jet fuels, and produces 4 HP 
@ 5,500 RPM. 

The Aerosonde HQ, which is short for Hybrid 
Quadcopter and is the technology used to give it 

its Vertical Take-Off and Landing capability, would 
obviously have an advantage in maritime/shipborne 
operations, given that its runway-independent 
capability would make it easier to operate off the 
flight deck of ships without the need for specialised 
launch and recovery systems. 

However, this capability comes with its own 
trade-offs, with the Aerosonde HQ being limited to 
payloads of 6.8 kg (15-lb), a ceiling of 10,000 feet 
(3,048 m) and an endurance of 8 hours with a 4.55 
kg (10-lb) payload.

Textron Australia has also reached out to 
Australian industry to expand its local supply chain 
and manufacture additional system elements for 
LAND 129 Phase 3, which could conceivably be 
carried over to SEA 129 given they will be utilising 
the same platform. These include the supply and 
life support of composite structures, C2 datalinks, 
ground stations, launch and recovery systems and 
other systems and support services. 

 

WHAT NEXT? 
It has been reported that Defence is looking to 
integrate the MUAS capability on to the Canberra-
class LHDs, instead of fielding the Army UAS 
being acquired under LAND 129 Phase 3 onto 
the amphibious vessels. The Navy had previously 
said that any solution for SEA 129 Phase 5 
needed to be compatible with all of the RAN’s 
major fleet units, with the Supply-class Auxiliary 
Oiler Replenishment (AOR) specifically named 
alongside the LHDs. 

The ITR also gave an insight into what to expect 
from follow on phases of the program. Block 
2 will refresh the OPV’s MUAS capability and 
acquire five more capability bricks for other major 
Navy surface assets such as the Hunter-class 
frigates being acquired under SEA 5000, with the 
scheduled entry into service being 2029. 

The plan to refresh the MUAS capability is in 
line with what APDR has been told previously, 
with program officials having previously said that 
that improvements in technology meant that the 
onboard systems will almost certainly outlast the 
air vehicle itself over the life of the platform, 
meaning that there will be a need to constantly 
refresh and innovate the system. 

The 2029 timeframe is also expected to be when 
a “commercial capability partner” will be engaged 
to “build a mature mission and support system” and 
will lead to Block 3 of SEA 129 Phase 5, which 
is scheduled to enter service from 2034 and will 
comprise a comprehensive update and refresh of 
the 12 existing UAS capability bricks, training, and 
support systems. POWER AT SEA
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Leveraging this unique expertise and our proven track-record
in international cooperation, we are ready to build and foster
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NAVAL BASE VENTURA COUNTY, CALIF. (Feb. 
26, 2021) U.S. Chief of Naval Operations Adm. 
Mike Gilday speaks to Lt. Bryan Larson about 
the MQ-8C FireScout unmanned aerial vehicle 
at Naval Base Ventura County. (U.S. Navy photo 
by Theresa McKenrick)
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The situation seems to be this: the BMS 
was using a version of software known as 
release 7.1 for the past two years. This is 

simply the latest in a long line of software releases 
since the system first entered service in late 2010. 
This approach is common to all complex software 
intensive programs that progressively add to the 
functionality of the system, address earlier problems, 
contain new security features and so on with regular 
updates. 

This is similar to how mobile phones and laptops 
are continuously improved, where the hardware 
remains the same for a while, but the software 
is updated. Without these changes eventually the 
system will not work at all. Try using a 3G phone in 
South Korea – it can’t even pick up a signal let alone 
get a connection because all networks switched to 
4G and 5G years ago.

However, version 7.1 had only ever received interim 
certification from the Department of Defence – and 
in any case was due to be replaced by version 9.1. 
This is where it gets a bit tricky. At least two things 
appear to have been happening in parallel: Elbit 
were running late with version 9.1 and – for reasons 
that remain opaque, at least for the writer – they 
were struggling to make all the changes required to 
achieve full accreditation for 7.1. Army told the Senate 
that they have been mindful of the problem for more 
than a year.

On top of that, the licence for version 7.1 was 
due to expire on June 30, 2021 in any case. Army 
was facing a slow-motion train crash, as the Chief, 
Lieutenant General Rick Burr explained:

“The battle management system was a part of the 
digital system. As we have paused the use of that, we 
have in place interim capabilities which were already 
in use, and which have been expanded across the 
organisation to ensure that we have ongoing digital 
command and control and situational awareness. 
That is in use now on exercises. It will be used on 
Talisman Sabre, for example.”

He also explained the nature of fix, which is being 

KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA

MORE CLARITY REGARDING LAND 200 BMS, 
BUT MANY QUESTIONS REMAIN

Sorting fact from fiction regarding the exact status and future of Elbit’s Battle Management System being supplied under LAND 200 is 
not proving to be straightforward. During Senate Estimates hearings, Army has explained much more of the background, but significant 
gaps remain. For their part, Elbit Systems Australia continues to be quite circumspect, while maintaining a business-as-usual approach.

Australian Army Signaller Timothy Kerwin from the 3rd Combat Signal Regiment is deployed to Townsville Field 
Training Area as an Information Systems Technician on Exercise Polygon Wood 2021. Credit: CoA / Brodie Cross
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supplied by Danish company Systematics:
“The interim solution that we have in place is to 

take an element of the software application that was 
already in use. It's called SitaWare Headquarters. It 
is a licensed software and we have bought additional 
licences to spread that across the Army to enable 
us to have an interim capability. So, it was already in 
use to supplement the system that we had, and that 
is how we are managing the interim.”

ACCREDITATION
Explaining the process of accreditation, Major 
General Simon Stuart, Head of Land Capability told 
the Senate:

“Software and system testing is done between 
the company and Defence. It involves the Army and 
the Capability Acquisition and Sustainment Group. 
At that stage it isn't presented for accreditation until 
it has passed its software release review. We had 
expected and intended that that version would pass 
its software release review and then be presented for 
ICT accreditation.”

He confirmed that version 9.1 has not been 
delivered because it does not meet the terms of the 
contract:

“9.1 has not been presented for ICT accreditation 
because it has not exited its software release review. 
In other words, the current assessment is that it has 
not met its contracted specification, and, therefore, it 
hasn't been presented for ICT accreditation.”

When asked if he had any advice that this version 
will be accredited, he answered “no”.

Lieutenant General Burr added:
“We are working with the company to work out the 

way ahead. There are obviously reviews, and we are 
cooperating to try to work out what the future is here. 
But we've been relying on 9.1, under the contract, to 
replace the current version of 7.1. But 9.1 has not 
been able to be demonstrated as a viable, capable 
solution, so we are left with the current version, 7. 1.”

APDR circled back to Defence for some further 
details and a spokesperson replied:

“SitaWare Headquarters is being employed within 
Army’s Forces Command and 1st Division units. The 
system is expected to be in-service until Land 200 
Phase 3 delivers a replacement capability. 

“The Elbit Battle Management System has not 
been withdrawn from service. It remains in-use within 
some of Army’s training units.”

The comment about the Elbit BMS is significant 
as it has been widely reported – including by APDR 
– that it has been withdrawn from service, which is 
inexact. The correct form of words to now use is that 
release 7.1 has been withdrawn from service resulting 
from an Army instruction issued in December 2020 

but other elements of it remain in place. Elbit are still 
under contract for the current phase of LAND 200. 
The next phase – for which funding only becomes 
available in the 2022-2023 Financial Year – will be 
completed, including presumably by Elbit.

Under prolonged questioning, all of the Defence 
leadership team say that they were unaware of any 
security concerns about the Elbit BMS expressed by 
any allies, such as the US and the UK.

POSITION OF ELBIT
Asked for a comment, the Head of Elbit Systems 
Australia, Paul McLachlan: provided the following 
points:
• Elbit Systems of Australia (ELSA) has been 

working with the Australian Defence Force for 
more than seven years and we are proud of our 
work to digitise the Australian Army with the Battle 
Management System.

• Battle Management System accreditation sits with 
the Commonwealth of Australia.

• Elbit Systems of Australia continues to work with 
the Australian Defence Force, which includes its 
recent announcement that ELSA is on the shortlist 
for the Army’s Land 125 Phase 4 Integrated 
Soldier System tender.

SYSTEMATIC INTERIM SOLUTION
Looking at the interim solution, SitaWare 
Headquarters uses an open-architecture approach 
and includes software development kits (SDK) 
to provide additional interoperability with other 
applications and systems.

Before we go further, we should remind readers 
that Elbit is not the prime systems integrator for 
LAND 200. In a questionable decision designed 
mainly to save costs – in turn a consequence of 
the project office having inadequate funds for the 
specification that they released in 2015 - Army took 
on that role themselves in 2017. This gives them 
the right to bring in providers such as Systematic 
as they wish – and that company was awarded the 
Track Management Capability part of the contract in 
October 2019. 

Systematic developed SitaWare HQ as a relatively 
low cost, very smart piece of software that is 
designed to run on a variety of IT platforms and is 
in service with 33 military users, including the UK, 
US, Germany, and New Zealand. The idea was to 
develop a product optimised for fixed and deployable 
headquarters that was secure, completely hardware 
independent and interoperable. On April 29 the 
company announced the signing of a training 
contract, with David Horton, Systematic’s Vice 
President for the Asia-Pacific Region saying:

“Army’s Land Network Integration Centre selected 
SitaWare Headquarters for its interim Track 
Management Capability (TMC) in 2019, and the 
software is now in service with the Deployable Joint 
Force Headquarters (DJFHQ). TMC is focused 
on providing coalition interoperability to Army by 
consolidating information from Battle Management 
Systems to produce the Common Tactical Picture 
and Recognised Ground Picture, among other 
functions.

“The restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 
pandemic were preventing staff from the Land 
Network Integration Centre deploying to train 
personnel. Through the e-learning course, students 
are able to familiarise themselves with SitaWare 
Headquarters prior to more in-depth training.”

“The course is designed around a realistic scenario 
and provides training in the functionality of SitaWare 
Headquarters. The training combines passive learning 
in the form of explanatory videos, with multiple-choice 
assessments and periods for reflection.”

CONCLUSION
Asked about the way ahead with Elbit, Major General 
Stuart said:

“We are currently, today, continuing to work 
with Elbit Systems Australia on the sustainment 
contract and Elbit on the acquisition contract. And 
two reviews are underway, one technical and one 
commercial, being run by the Capability Acquisition 
and Sustainment Group. So, we are continuing 
to work on the delivery of version 9.1 under the 
acquisition.”

The distinction between Elbit and their subsidiary 
Elbit Systems Australia is presumably because the 
former is the supplier of the original Israeli ‘Torch’ 
reference BMS on which the LAND 200 solution is 
based. Defence has not stopped payment to Elbit, 
even though a number of contractual milestones 
have been missed.

However, when asked whether SitaWare 
Headquarters was the interim solution for version 
9.1 or something else, the Chief of the Army replied:

“The latter. It's an interim capability until phase 3 
delivers its output. The intention is that we would, 
with government approval, approach the market for 
a system that enables our future agility and can be 
connected to our systems in the joint force and with 
our partners. We would see what the market has 
and work through that as per the normal capability 
lifecycle process.”

If SitaWare Headquarters is the bridge to 
something other than 9.1, why are Elbit and Defence 
continuing to work on it?

BMS



Enhanced comfort via rubber tracks 
and independent suspension.  

Arrive ready to fight.

Successful test firings 
prove integration of 
SPIKE LR2 ATGM. 

Proven integration of 
the Iron Fist Active 
Protection System.

Hanwha – Investing in Australia’s industrial resilience and 
taking Australian defence expertise to the world
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This is one reason that the defamation trial 
brought by former SAS corporal Ben 
Roberts-Smith, VC MG, is so very riveting. 

The newspaper articles at the centre of the case 
were originally penned by some of Australia’s most 
experienced investigative journalists including Chris 
Masters who has both written books about and 
spent time with the Special Operations Task Group 
in Afghanistan. That’s why the decision by the media 
companies to defend the essential veracity of the 
stories, to effectively re-fight the battles in court, 
represents a stunning insistence that the articles were, 
in essence, correct.

Attempting to discover the truth of what occurred 
one afternoon amidst the sudden danger, dust and 
despair of Orüzgan, and then attempting to re-create 
those moments in a federal courtroom perched high 
above Sydney’s Macquarie Street will inevitably prove 
one of the biggest challenges in the case. How can 
anyone not present appreciate the chaotic situation 
after an intense firefight in an operation long ago? The 

challenge is huge, and perhaps this explains why the 
legal strategies that seem to have been adopted by 
both sides are so different.

Roberts-Smith's lawyer began with a simple 
sketch of his client's military background. How, he 
asked, could someone so highly regarded possibly 
have acted in the manner alleged? But that ignores 
the critical point. What's not on trial here is the 
remarkable bravery displayed by Robert-Smith on 
the two occasions for which he received the highest 
awards for valour available. Nor is this trial about 
Special Forces operations in the province or how the 
war in Orüzgan was fought. Despite this, as readers of 
Asia Pacific Defence Reporter will be very aware, this 
trial risks becoming a surrogate for something much 
greater: a prism through which the military's entire 
Afghanistan commitment – and hence the army itself 
– will be judged.

That is why the case commands such huge 
resonance in the Australian community. Through a 
quirk of timing the defamation case happens to have 

come first. Before the forthcoming War Crimes Trials 
and the later Official War Histories. As a result, 
its outcome will inevitably frame the way the army 
is viewed. It will effectively provide an interpretive 
framework, a key to a far more significant issue – the 
very way Australia regards its military.

In some ways, however, the individual career of Ben 
Roberts-Smith has indeed been critical in constructing 
the army’s image. Although never progressing 
(officially) above the rank of corporal, operators in 
Special Forces testify to his remarkable individual 
strength of personality. Although always regarded 
as clever this dominance grew, particularly after he 
became the highest decorated soldier in the military.

The role of infantry – to seek out and kill the 
enemy and seize and hold ground – has always been 
regarded as the military’s most crucial task. When 
Special Forces were dumped into Orüzgan, a remote 
and backward province in the middle of Afghanistan, 
the Special Forces Task Group quickly developed a 
plan to dominate the region in the way they’d always 
been trained.

Special Forces are a strategic tool, intended to 
provide reconnaissance and take action against 
critical targets in a manner that will significantly change 
the outcome of the war, not simply a battle. That’s the 
way the SAS was used during Operation Anaconda 
in March 2002. Back then a hidden OP (Observation 
Post) provided critical assistance to a downed team of 
US Rangers by simply calling in airstrikes, otherwise 
Taliban fighters would have overrun them after their 
helicopters had crashed.

Progressively, however, the role of the SAS began 
to change.

The initial problem was a surfeit of intelligence. 
Information of dubious quality began getting fed into the 
appreciation process, often by local Afghan informants 
playing their own games. Initially it appeared as if 
decisive results could be achieved by targeted hits or, 
as they began to be called, night raids. Bypassing the 
local Dutch and Australian commands at Tarin Khot, 
some targets were allocated by Kabul according to the 

NIC STUART // CANBERRA

AFGHANISTAN – CAN WE EVER REALLY 
DISCOVER THE TRUTH?

A defamation case is usually about evasion. Close your eyes for a second and you can (almost) hear a lawyer pleading: ‘Oh no your 
honour. We certainly weren't suggesting our article was about the defendant and even if (totally accidentally) we did, we certainly 

didn’t mean to imply whatever it was we hinted at’. Such trials swiftly take on an air of unreality and detachment and there’s a simple 
reason why. Proving ‘truth’ – the only other defence available to media companies – is so very, very hard.

MILITARY CULTURE

Sunset, Kabul, Afghanistan. Credit: David Marshall Fox



Joint Prioritised Effects List (JPEL) while others were 
fed into the plot within the province boundaries. The 
result was an escalation of the number of missions, 
the inevitable violence accompanying these, and 
associated frustration within SASR at the apparent 
lack of decisive results.

Concurrently with the altered operational tempo, 
the raising of Commando units had, almost inevitably, 
changed the focus of the Special Forces towards 
more kinetic action. Increasingly, a feeling grew 
amongst operators that they were being wasted. They 
would, for example, isolate and capture nominated 
individuals, only to see them being released back 
into the community shortly afterwards because their 
association with the Taliban could not be proven.

No one knows for certain when the first deliberate 
killing took place - however certainly by 2009 an 
understanding had grown amongst some within the 
unit that, in order to achieve results, the rules needed 
to be broken. A practice grew up of scattering 
weapons around the bodies of anyone who had been 
killed during an operation. This provided incriminating 
evidence linking the dead to the insurgency. They thus 
became "justifiable killings" instead of accidental ones.

By September 2008, for example, supposedly 
reliable information was suggesting a team of insurgents 
were resting in Chora. A night raid was launched on a 
qala, or traditional mud-walled compound, in the 
town. Surprised by the sudden descent of the force 
confusion reigned. Seeing armed Afghans moving 
towards them the SAS immediately engaged using 
their night-vision devices to eliminate the threat. The 
problem was however that faulty intelligence had 
almost certainly been fed into the mission by personal 
enemies of Barakzai tribal elder Rozi Khan as part of a 
successful design to eliminate him.

Khan had first fought the Russians alongside 
President Hamid Karzai and, despite shifting 
allegiances, was seen as an ally by the Dutch. He was 
not the nominated target of the mission and yet now 
he lay, sprawling on the hard ground. Killing was to 
become normalised and, although body-counts were 
neither kept nor nominated as an objective, eliminating 
those who were believed to be aligned with the Taliban 
appears to have become, subsequently, perceived 
as more and more desirable. Certainly, there was no 
public attempt made to ever punish or reprove the 
Special Forces teams. 

Increasingly, the number of Afghan casualties 
mounted.

A senior officer today makes the comment that it’s 
almost impossible to believe the discrepancy between 
the massive number of local casualties, compared to 
the few Australian ones. He suggests ‘something’ had 
already begun to go wrong with the missions – firstly 

with the targeting, but secondly with their execution. 
The SF teams moving onto the objectives were being 
led by extremely highly-trained NCOs - however two 
things seemed to be going wrong. Firstly, and crucially, 
the missions weren’t achieving the desired strategic 
results. No matter how many raids were authorised the 
Taliban resistance was not merely continuing, it was 
getting worse. Secondly the number of dead Afghans 
was continuing to climb dramatically. According 
to some, the Special Operations Task Group had 
effectively become a law unto itself.

Reading accounts of some missions now raises 
uncomfortable questions about what was really going 
on. In one operation, for example, instead of sweeping 
through the area from one side with a cut-off on the 
other, SAS operators simply surrounded the target and 

moved in. Had they met with real resistance there was 
a high danger individuals would have been isolated or 
have fired accidentally at each other. 

The official recognition of Ben Roberts-Smith’s 
actions, combined with his own confidence and a 
growing assurance reflected by other operators (they 
were no longer ‘soldiers’ now) began transforming 
the unit. They relaxed in their own special all-ranks 
mess in a restricted part of the base at Tarin Khot and 
developed their own customs; like drinking from the 
prosthetic leg of a dead Afghan farmer. The money on 
offer for the work – plentiful and tax-free – encouraged 
operators to go on repeated deployments. Even well-
paid soldiers from other units would enviously bitch to 
one another how the SAS boasted that they’d make 
enough money to purchase a new house back in Perth 
after each deployment to Afghanistan.

Those who stood outside began to suspect the unit 
had gone rogue.

Everything changed when Australia pulled out of 
Orüzgan in December 2013. The new commander 
of Special Forces, Major General Jeff Sengleman, 
chose to reinvigorate his units instead of allowing 
the evil practices to continue. As an unconventional 
soldier (he’d trained in the SAS but wore a commando 
parachute on his arm as a method of demonstrating 
his identification with all those under his command) 
Sengleman turned, initially, to an anthropologist 
who understood the military to report on what had 
happened to his once finely tuned machine.

Samantha Crompvets investigated. She traced the 
core of the problem back to what had occurred in 
Afghanistan. CDF General Angus Campbell – who 

had himself commanded in Afghanistan – decided 
to commission NSW Supreme Court Judge, Paul 
Brereton, to specifically look into and report on war 
crimes that were alleged to have been committed. 
He was an ideal choice. Having served as a highly 
competent infantry officer in the Reserves he both 
understood and loved the military: his investigation 
could be relied on to be both through and careful. It 
would not be a careless hatchet job, but nor would it 
absolve the guilty. 

Unfortunately, most of the more than 500-page 
report is blacked out online, but the remaining 
sentences are, nonetheless, well worth reading. 
Critically, Brereton did not investigate planning or what 
occurred during the time when fighting continued, 
instead confining his investigations to what happened 

after the battle. He winnowed the actions, focusing 
relentlessly until he found 23 instances where what 
had occurred appeared incontrovertible. Twenty-five 
operators had made conscious decisions to execute 
39 Afghans. When confronted with this evidence the 
military hierarchy acted.

In the meantime stories of what had occurred 
began leaking from within Defence. This was at 
the same time as the official response to what had 
occurred was being prepared. It was almost as if a 
careful media plan was being acted on to prepare 
the public for its release. Nevertheless, the Brereton 
report continued to sit for months on the desk of a 
succession of ministers. No one wanted to touch 
what they knew was a smouldering bomb that would 
explode the moment it was released.

And that’s how Roberts-Smith’s defamation case 
has come to be heard first, before the publication 
of the un-redacted Brereton report. He took action 
over specific news reports he believed defamed him. 
Any hope of a co-ordinated response shattered. The 
military stripped the SOTG of their commendation; 
the politicians restored it. A squadron of the SAS 
was disbanded; then returned to the order of battle. 
Any hope the issue might be swiftly and cleanly 
resolved by precise action rapidly disappeared. The 
issue had moved beyond reality and had become, 
instead, about myth.

Understandably, no Australian wants to believe its 
soldiers would act as has been alleged in the media. 
It’s regrettable that the first time these claims will be 
publicly tested is in an adversarial, civil court case in a 
narrow courtroom in the Sydney CBD.

No one wanted to touch what they knew was a smouldering bomb 
that would explode the moment it was released.
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A ccording to Major General Andrew 
Bottrell, Head Land Systems Division, 
Defence and Hanwha are now in an 

Offer Definition and Improvement Activity phase, 
clearly an advance in process over what used to 
be merely an Offer Definition Activity – something 

that amused the Senate. This is to allow additional 
input from Army and also clarify some aspects of 
the bid, with the aim of getting the package in 
the best possible shape to take to government 
no later than the first quarter next year. What is 
occurring is an interactive series of workshops 

designed to de-risk the program.
With an election due sometime in the next 12 

months, Army might wish to contemplate pressing 
the accelerator pedal. Not that the order is in any 
doubt – Labor is just as committed to the contract 
as the government – it’s just that elections tend to 

KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA

SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER CONTRACT 
SIGNATURE EARLY 2022

Because of this project’s long history – Army pulled out of the purchase in 2012 for dubious reasons – it is reassuring to see 
through the Senate Estimates process that it now remains on track (no pun intended). Prime contractor Hanwha Defense 

Australia – the South Korean parent company insists on that annoying spelling – received a Request for Tender in September 
2020, with a response due on 1 February, a date which was met.

 Norwegian Army K-9 high angle firing.  
Credit: ©Fredrik Otterstad/Forsvarsmateriell
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Norwegian Army K-9 firing trials (Photo credit: ©Fredrik Otterstad/Forsvarsmateriell)

disrupt the decision-making process, especially if 
the coalition loses the next one. Given that South 
Korea sees this matter as highly symbolic – it will 
be the first Defence contract of any significance 
awarded to that country despite several previous 
attempts – there may well be an outbreak of 
nerves in Seoul should there be a major hiatus.

The initial order will be for 30 tracked 155mm 
Self Propelled Howitzers – known as the AS-9 
Huntsman in the Australian configuration and 15 
armoured resupply vehicles built on the same 
chassis designated the AS-10. The original South 
Korean version of the SPH is known as the K-9, as 
are several export variants, including all of those 
to NATO customers.

The Australian platforms differ slightly in that 
they are more heavily armoured and will also be 
equipped with a Remote Weapon Station carrying 
a heavy machine gun from EOS. The acquisition 
cost will be around $1.3 billion, with a further 
$330 million allocated for support. According to 
the 2020 Force Structure Review, and reaffirmed 
to the Senate, there will be a second order later 
in the decade doubling that number of both SPHs 

and AS-9s. Provision has also been made for a 
midlife upgrade of the entire fleet.

Describing the way forward, Major General 
Bottrell said:

“I note that there has been some media 
regarding when first howitzers would be delivered, 
and it's probably worthwhile updating the advice 
from government, which is consistent with where 
the project is—that the work was to commence 
by 2022-23. We are on track for that, but I 
don't expect that we will actually see howitzers 
delivered in that period. 

“The first work in the project will be, effectively, 
the establishment of facilities and workforce and 
training, and we are on track for that to occur in 
financial year 2022-23, and the 30 howitzers and 
the 15 armoured ammunition resupply vehicles 
will be delivered from the Geelong area.”

Chief of the Army, Lieutenant General Rick Burr 
weighed in on the capability of the system:

“The benefit of self-propelled howitzers, 
generally, is very welcome within our land force. 
A proliferation of indirect fire weapons in our 
region and having the capability within our Army 

to increase the mobility, lethality and protection 
for our forces is increasing commensurately. 
This capability allows us to provide protected 
fires at longer range in a more sustained way, 
and by delivering this capability from Australia 
and sustaining it in Australia it provides a much 
stronger capability for our Army and for the 
nation.”

General Bottrell also detailed the considerable 
benefits of an industry policy encouraging the 
local manufacture of systems such as the AS-9:

“As we've seen with Rheinmetall in South-
East Queensland and Thales in Bendigo, the 
establishment of facilities in the industrial 
base gives us an ability to continue to develop 
capabilities that aren't delivered here. We've seen 
that to good effect with the Bushmaster, where 
we've continued to work with Thales to evolve 
that into a much more complete and effective 
capability now that we've been able to work in 
partnership with industry. 

“We see the same kind of development with 
the self-propelled howitzer and we're already 
starting to see, in the engagement that Hanwha 
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LAND 8116

Defense Australia is having with the industrial base 
in Australia, the partnerships and the engagement 
with Australian industry that not only will contribute 
to the delivery of the weapons system in Australia 
but also have the potential to be drawn back into 
Hanwha Corporation's supply chain for the delivery, 
for inclusion in their broader global supply chain. 
So, there are broader and enduring benefits to the 
Australian defence industry.”

The work currently underway is understood to 
have a number of objectives, starting with a further 
increase in Australian content for the program – a 
process made easier if the Batch 2 vehicles are 
included, even though that second order is still 
some way off. During the Land Forces conference in 
Brisbane, Hanwha announced that they had included 
Tasmanian heavy engineering company Elphinstone 
in their bid for LAND 400 Phase 3 Infantry Fighting 
Vehicles because of their ability to competitively 
manufacture armoured hulls. 

Nothing has been announced for LAND 8116, but 
it might be a logical possibility. Elphinstone https://
elphinstone.com/about-us/ has been around for 45 
years manufacturing huge earth moving vehicles 
for the mining industry, so making the hulls for the 
42 tonne Redback IFV and potentially the 49 tonne 
AS-9 are well within its capabilities. As an aside, 
these weights are only just short of those of a Main 
Battle Tank – both the French Leclerc and the new 

Russian T-14 are 55 tonnes – should Australia want 
to go that way.

But back to reality. To meet General Bottrell’s 

timetable, contract negotiations need to start in the 
second half of this year and should be relatively quick 
given the amount of dialogue that is already taking 
place – even with the disruptive effects of Covid. 

Maximising Australian content for the project is 
helped by the fact that the AS-9 and the AS-10 
resupply vehicle use exactly the same chassis, 
bringing the total number to a respectable 45 in 
the short term and 90 when the Batch 2 vehicles 
are included. Each AS-9 has a combat load of 
49 155mm rounds – and each AS-10 will carry 
double that, explaining the 2:1 ratio. This system of 
in-field resupply – with shells being automatically 
transferred to the SPH at a rate of 12 per minute - is 
believed to be unique to Hanwha and will give the 
Army a substantial boost in firepower.

Potentially the chassis could also be used as 
the basis for an armoured, mobile, Command & 
Control centre should any of Hanwha’s customers 
wish to go that way. Based on the AS-10, the C2 
variant could house up to 10 operators with all 
of the necessary computing and communications 
equipment to provide a highly mobile command 
centre able to keep pace with all of Army’s tracked 
combat vehicles.

APDR would like to thank the Norwegian Defence 
Materiel Administration (Forsvarsmateriell) for 
several photographs.

Norwegian Army K-9 at rest (Photo credit: ©Fredrik Otterstad/Forsvarsmateriell)

AS-9 Huntsman in potential C2 configuration (Hanwha image)
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MEDIA

KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA

MINISTER DUTTON AND DEFENCE  
V THE MEDIA - ROUND 2

Almost to the day since Peter Dutton became Defence Minister, extracting useful amounts of information from the Department 
has moved the dial from Difficult to Near Impossible. Coincidence? We think not – and it was the topic of our previous editorial, 
which has received a gratifying level of support, not only from other sections of the media. The Department is not the guilty party 
here and prior to the Dutton era was gradually becoming more open and helpful, mindful of the need for some accountability of 

their $44 billion annual budget.

T he matter was raised in Senate Estimates on 
June 1, with the Department confirming that 
new directions had come from the office of 

the Minister, with a representative responding to a 
grilling with:

“What I would say is that, in the course of engaging 
with the minister's office around media issues, we 
received feedback in our ministerial and executive 
communication area. That general feedback and 
advice about expectations was then communicated 
more broadly to the senior leadership.”

In summary, the minister’s office has directed 
the Department to further restrict the flow of 
information to the public and to discourage requests 
for interviews. This sort of attitude is favoured by 
authoritarian regimes that prefer their journalists to 
faithfully report that annual quotas for the production 
of tractors has been exceeded, the harvest has been 
brought in ahead of schedule and that the wisdom of 
the Dear Leader must not be questioned.

However, it’s not just the media that is getting 
annoyed with the government, it is a decent chunk 
of Defence industry as well, which has also been 
blocked from releasing a lot of good news about 
what they are doing in Australia. APDR has heard a 
litany of complaints from companies now too terrified 
to go on the record about the Minister blocking them 
issuing any news – no matter how positive – or even 
interacting with journalists via site visits. 

As a result of this and as a public service for 
industry, APDR asked Defence the following 
questions:
1. In response to a previous inquiry about general 

principles of engagement with the media, the 
Department referred me to: https://www1.
defence.gov.au/sites/default /files/2020-06/
defence_and_the_private_sector-an_ethical_
relationship-9-8608.pdf. Is this guidance still 
accurate? Has it been augmented or altered in 
any way?

2. Are companies required to receive pre-approval 

from Defence prior to any media visits? On 
what basis does Defence approve or disallow 
companies hosting the media? Are there any 
penalties for companies that host the media 
without prior approval?

3. Companies have reported that sometimes when 
they send a media release to the Department 
prior to being distributed, the Department makes 
changes to the document. Is this standard practice 
and on what grounds does Defence make changes 
to material that companies wish to distribute? Do 
all media releases from companies need approval 
from Defence prior to release? If so, are there any 
penalties for breaching that policy?

4. Why has the Department removed the phone 
number from the signature block that accompanies 
the proforma response to media inquiries?

Rather than answer the questions, Defence said 
the following:

“Companies or organisations with Defence 
contracts, grants, or other commercial arrangements 
do not require Defence approval before hosting 
media; however, it is considered good practice for 
the company or organisation to inform Defence prior 
to any media engagement that relates to Defence 
activities. Contract and tender conditions still apply, 
particularly for public announcements relating to 
Defence contracts. 

“Defence is routinely consulted on media releases 
that relate to Defence projects, initiatives, tenders, 
grants and other arrangements. If the information 
in these external media releases is inaccurate, or 
misrepresents Defence’s interests, changes may be 
requested.”

On making the inquiry, Defence withdrew the 
document referred to in Question 1, which was a 
harmless if outdated helpful outline of acceptable 
interactions between the Department, industry and 
the media. Entitled ‘Defence and the Private Sector 
– an Ethical Relationship’ it has now been removed. 

The link generates the dreaded: 404 Not Found.
Astute readers will also note that no answer 

has been supplied as to why the Department has 
removed a contact phone number from their replies. 
This is the sort of petty thing that jilted teenagers do 
when they unfriend someone on Facebook because 
they haven’t been invited to a party, not officials 
and politicians supposedly responsible for national 
security.

What makes all of this even more self-defeating 
is that the Department has a huge number of 
positive stories to tell. Defence has acted brilliantly 
during Covid-19 through a pro-active campaign 
of engagement with industry to keep work going 
smoothly – not just on major projects but the 
small ones as well. The Department is an exemplar 
when it comes to engaging with the indigenous 
community and has a record second-to-none of 
any Commonwealth agency. Various R&D programs 
are bearing fruit and are rapidly boosting sovereign 
industry capabilities – something that makes all of us 
more secure. 

Why any government would want to block these 
sorts of stories getting out is anyone’s guess. The 
other side of the ledger is that mismanagement by 
Defence and poor conduct needs to be exposed 
otherwise it tends not to get fixed. We draw the 
attention to readers to the report by Nic Stuart on 
page 16 about military cultural issues. If Defence 
had taken seriously Australian media reports coming 
from Afghanistan about incidents in the field between 
2006 and 2013, history might have been different.

To conclude on a positive note: Defence industry 
should follow the official guidelines published above 
and interact with the media in the way that they see 
fit - and without inadvertently giving the Minister’s 
office the power of veto over what they are trying 
to do. Surely those officials and advisors seeking 
to manage the media and suppress the release of 
information have better things to do with their time, 
such as improve the performance of the portfolio.
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DEFENCE + INDUSTRY AWARDS 
The Defence + Industry Awards will return to the 
National Convention Centre, Canberra, on the evening 
of Wednesday 28 July 2021. Join your peers from 
Defence and industry as we come together to recognise 
excellence across the defence sector, culminating with 
the announcement of the inaugural Minister for Defence 
Industry Australian Industry Capability Award Program 
winner.

DEFENCE + INDUSTRY CONFERENCE 
The Defence + Industry Conference is the premier 
Defence and industry conference held in the national 
capital. Consistently attracting in excess of 1100 
delegates to hear from Defence and industry leaders, 
discussing collaboration in the acquisition and 
sustainment space.

Thursday, 29 July 2021 will see Canberra’s National 
Convention Centre come alive with informative, thought 
provoking presentations from Defence decision makers 
and industry leaders, along with interactive Q&A 
sessions and networking opportunities.

We are currently finalising a comprehensive program 
along with a new website and registration portal, these 
will be available to you soon.

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST 
To register your interest in attending or supporting 
these events please email  
defenceandindustry.conference@defence.gov.au

SAVE THE DATE

Defending Australia and its National Interests 
www.defence.gov.au
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1ST PERSON

Kym: Let’s start with some background. Why 
have you come to Nova having already been 
in a variety of Defence and Government 
positions?
Jim: I felt it was time to get back into my natural 
habitat so to speak. I had completed almost two and 
a half years with the Premier of South Australia as 
the Chief Executive of the Department of Premier 
and Cabinet. As the South Australian Liberals hadn’t 
been in government for sixteen years, they needed 
some outside help to get set up which is why I was 
approached for the role. Then Covid came along and 
I felt like I couldn’t leave until that looked to be under 
control in the state which I think has been achieved.

I was casting around for ideas, probably not 
looking for a Chief Executive role – even though I was 
quite enjoying my current role – and then Jim Whalley, 
who established Nova Systems and is a good friend, 
almost jokingly asked if I would join the company.

I was attracted to the idea for a couple of reasons. 
Firstly, I wanted to stay in South Australia – where the 

company is headquartered but has offices all around 
Australia as well as in New Zealand, Singapore, the 
United Kingdom and Norway. Secondly, in Australia 
we have been having on-off debates for a long 
time about the importance of sovereign capability 
– something that has been spurred on by Covid 
and widened the debate to include more than just 
Defence equipment.

This time we are having a serious national 
discussion – and I think that Nova is in a really strong 
position to benefit from the outcome of that. 

Kym: To what extent do you think Covid has 
concentrated the minds of decision makers on 
supply chain vulnerabilities?
Jim: It has – and particularly so in the business of 
Defence. You can’t just press Control-Alt-Delete and 
phone up Microsoft when you are flying at Mach 2. 
There are certain things where a national capability 
is essential and – as we lawyers say - becomes ‘a 
fortiori’ a stronger argument with current experience. 
I don’t underestimate the difficulties in doing this, but 
we really have to find a way to translate policy into 
practice.

That’s the big challenge. It’s a bit like strategy and 
planning – strategy is relatively easy, but planning and 
execution is hard. At least we have made a start.

Kym: How do you see Nova playing a part in 
that, noting that the company has grown very 
rapidly?
Jim: First of all, it has grown at a rapid rate because 
it is quite good at what it does. Secondly, the growth 
in the Defence budget – which looks set to continue 
growing – has been very beneficial to companies in 
the sector.

The challenge is to translate top line growth into 
bottom line shareholder value – by which I mean 
profits underpinned by cash. This is a relatively 
profitable company, but it’s not Microsoft by any 
stretch of the imagination. We need to figure out a 
better way to deliver value. In business you have three 
stakeholders: your employees; your clients and then 
your shareholders. If you get any one of those out of 
balance you are in trouble – it’s very hard to sit on a 
two-legged stool.

Kym: I tend to think of Nova as a super-duper 
consultancy. Is that a fair impression?
Jim: Yes – it is fundamentally a professional services 
company. At its core is test and evaluation services, 
which is our bread and butter. Three years ago it bid 
to become a Major Services Provider to Defence and 
won one of the four available slots offering a range of 
professional services across land, sea and air. This 
was not just T&E but a variety of things.

We have also bought three non-professional 
services companies: Geoplex in Australia and 
Two10degrees and GVH Aerospace in the UK. My 
observation is that the ability to grow professional 
services above the line in Australia is there – and it’s 
significant but limited. Also the professional services 
sector is much more crowded than it used to be. All 
of the big companies play in the space – and lots of 
other people as well, who are probably cheaper than 
we are but don’t have the same offering.

When I look at the portfolio and ask how can we 
make the company better – obviously I haven’t been 
brought in to make it worse – it will be to better 
capitalise on the product businesses that we have 
acquired. You move below the line – to the extent 
that you can without harming the above the line 
work. Also you look at your geography to see if there 
is more that you can do in the locations where you 
have established yourself. We will stop doing some 
things and instead invest more heavily in productive 
activities.

Two10degrees and GVH Aerpsoace are 
effectively geospatial businesses as is Geoplex, 
powered by the Cloud. That opens up a different 
customer set – while noting that Defence has a 
huge interest in geospatial information – including 
State governments, fire fighters, police services 
and transportation entities. Geoplex gives us a 
significant position because of the work they do for 
the Victorian and NSW governments.

GVH is an aircraft integration business where 
we have been doing modifications to one or two 
platforms at a time – a new stretcher for an air 
ambulance or a new radio, or something like that. We 
have all of the certifications to do that – and also we 
moved them to Dublin to keep them in the European 
Union. We haven’t really cracked the repeatable 

Jim McDowell
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market there – in other words doing a modification 
to a helicopter that is widely used.

That business is based primarily in the UK and 
Singapore which is where a lot of lease fleets are 
located, so you can take the product to the market. 
We have about 80 people in the UK part offering 
services a little bit higher up the food chain than 
has been our tendency here.

Kym: How does that work? Wouldn’t OEMs 
like Airbus and Bell have a huge amount of 
in-house expertise.
Jim: They quite often don’t want to do this type 
of work because it’s too small for them. Once you 
become the company of record for the particular 
modification, the owners tend to come back to 
you for it. They don’t want to go back to the OEM 
because that can be quite expensive.

Let’s say that you want to fit a particular FLIR 
to a helicopter – or a particular stretcher on 
an air ambulance with certain dimensions and 
characteristics. These are fairly typical requests. If 
you have a lease fleet of 20 helicopters and all of 
them need a common modification then you can 
start to make reasonable money from that.

Kym: Let’s turn to sovereign capability. Does 
Nova have a role to play there?
Jim: Having worked for one of the big primes for 
quite a long time – BAE Systems – I have nothing 
against them; indeed they dominate the landscape. 
But that doesn’t mean that they are always the 
right answer. For some parts of the equation there 
needs to be Australian owned and operated, where 
all of the decisions are taken locally with regard to 
things such discretionary expenditure, particularly 
R&D.

With international companies you also have 
discretionary spending, but you are always in a 
line up: the US wants the money; the UK wants 
the money; Saudi Arabia wants the money – and 
so on. Australia would often be fourth on that 
particular list. At least with a company like Nova – 
on a smaller scale – the decisions are made here 
because this is where we are headquartered and 
this is where our shareholders live, along with the 
vast majority of our employees.

Consideration needs to be given to some issues 
where we need to ask whether it is important to 
have that level of control over the outcome. It strikes 
me that Test & Evaluation is one of those areas 
where the answer might be yes. If you look at the ten 
declared Strategic Industry Priorities – things like 
continuous shipbuilding, including submarines – we 
are never going to have complete sovereign control 

over that. Similarly with combat aircraft.
However, if you look at T&E – which is a 

strategic priority – there are two or three things 
that make it quite different. Firstly it’s a horizontal 
business crossing multiple platforms and all the 
domains – land, sea, air and joint - while the others 
are vertical, so it’s ubiquitous. Also it’s enduring all 
the way through from acquisition to when you are 
operating something all the way through the life 
cycle.

What currently happens is that companies run 
their T&E capabilities up and down depending on 
the program, whether they have won or lost – and 

so on. That’s a fairly wasteful use of manpower – 
especially as manpower is the controlling factor 
in how to do this. It won’t be money – it will be 
people. 

It strikes me as being a good model to say that 
we can and should have a national champion in this 
domain. The UK has it with QinetiQ, where they 
have a 25 year long term partnering arrangement in 
place and that seems to work for everybody.

Kym: We can’t have a Five Year Plan.
Jim: No. But when you look at the government 
intervention in the economy in response to COVID-
19, I saw that they involve things such as an 
industrial policy to manufacture facemasks, which 
some people might think is a very good idea. 
Why not the same sort of approach for a strategic 
capability such as Test & Evaluation? To do that 
you need an organisation of scale – and Nova is 
getting there with almost 750 people.

The other thing that we often complain about 
in Australian defence industry is that we have lots 
of large primes and lots of little entities, but we 
are missing that very capable middle layer. As it 
happens, that’s the area that Nova occupies.

Kym: Many economists believe that the 
enduring power of the German economy 
comes from the Mittel Gesellschaft – the 
medium sized companies – rather than the 
industrial giants.
Jim: Exactly. And this company attracts really, 
really good people. I joined Nova not because it’s a 
big company but a good company – and hopefully 

one that we can make even better.

Kym: I remember in the past at various 
industry gatherings you tried to explain to 
politicians that the easiest thing for you 
would have been to sell Australia things from 
the existing multinational product catalogue 
– but if they seriously wanted sovereign 
capability then they were going to have to do 
something about it. Do you feel in a sense 
that your time might have come?
Jim: Part of it is the big primes doing their bit 
– but another part is about Australian control. 

That’s the essence of sovereignty. We are never 
going to be able to entirely design and build our 
own submarines – so how much control can we 
exercise by, for example, intellectual property 
rights? But why would you chose to do that if you 
could actually achieve the goal of full sovereignty in 
certain areas?

We have huge primes building the Defence 
equivalent of skyscrapers everywhere, so it might 
be a good idea for a purely Australian bungalow 
here and there. We can achieve sovereignty 
because of the size of the industry and the subject 
matter.

Kym: Without turning ourselves into North 
Korea, we can’t do everything. However, 
I’ll push back just a little because I think 
it’s a matter of money and will. If we use 
the example of South Korea, which has an 
economy almost exactly the same size as 
Australia’s, they can and do build their own 
submarines and their own advanced combat 
aircraft.
Jim: Yes, but in the case of South Korea that has 
been a 30-year undertaking. I was there when all of 
that started – BAE Systems combined with Boeing 
tried to buy Korea Aerospace Industries back then. 
Korea has spent billions and billions and billions of 
dollars to create a capability that could have been 
achieved by other means.

That’s fine – and if policy makers want to go that 
way in Australia it can certainly be done. But what 
I’m talking about are existing areas of sovereign 
capability that are already controlled by Australia 

The other thing that we often complain about in Australian 
defence industry is that we have lots of large primes and lots of 
little entities, but we are missing that very capable middle layer. 

As it happens, that’s the area that Nova occupies.
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that is ubiquitous, enduring and already at scale. 
Why would you not want to focus on that?

Kym: Any thoughts about the government’s 
announcement to bring forward funding 
to develop a sovereign guided weapons 
capability, which comes on the heels of a 
desire to develop a sovereign space capability.

Jim: Yes, that’s of interest for Nova. We have some 
expertise in SATCOM and we have provided advice 
to the Australian Space Agency through Pam Melroy, 
recently sworn in as NASA’s Deputy Administrator. 

One of my last acts as Chief Executive of the 
South Australian Department of Premier and 
Cabinet was to shepherd through the purchase 
of a cubesat – so SA will be the first state to have 
its own cubesat in space. It will provide a lot of 
data, particularly for the regions, that will help with 

agriculture in particular.
Space is also a particular passion of the other 

co-founder of Nova Systems, Pete Nikoloff, who is 
involved in the Smartsat CRC at the University of South 
Australia. For me space is about applications. Ok – it’s 
also about launching rockets and everyone loves to see 
that, but its also about the Internet Of Things and the 
information that can be gathered and used.

Kym: The Australian space industry seems 
a bit fragmented at the moment. Lots of 
capability but scattered quite widely.
Jim: Yes – and it's a matter of what you want to 
focus on. Canada has done well by concentrating 
on a few things, such as polar launches, rather than 
equatorial. In Australia we are now talking about 
launching large numbers of small satellites – as 
opposed to small numbers of large ones.

There will be opportunities coming up not only 

in launching things but very much more in how the 
satellites are used.

Regarding guided weapons – I started off my 
career selling them in the form of shoulder launched 
missiles. It’s an area I know fairly well. If you are 
going to do them you have to figure out how to 
integrate them onto platforms and into your battle 
management systems. It’s not just the weapon itself.

Kym: A current activity is LAND 125 Phase 4, 
where you are teamed with the heavyweights 
Safran and BAE Systems. How does that 
work?
Jim: Safran have an enormous pedigree with the 
work they have been doing on soldier systems for 
the French Army. They have done the work in a way 
that is quite vendor-agnostic. They have a lot of 
experience with a modern army who are our allies. 
BAE Systems are interested in the robotics element 
– and we bring the T&E, V&V skills to the mix.

In the past Nova were happy to take work share 
on bids but did not really feature on the posters, 
so to speak. I think we can be more visible team 
members, providing strategic direction from an 
Australian perspective about how to win the 
opportunity.

For me space is about applications. Ok – it’s also about 
launching rockets and everyone loves to see that, but its also 
about the Internet Of Things and the information that can be 

gathered and used.
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FOREWORD – THE HON MELISSA PRICE MP, 
MINISTER FOR DEFENCE INDUSTRY
GUIDED WEAPONS AND EXPLOSIVE 
ORDNANCE ENTERPRISE

The 2020 Defence Strategic Update articulated 
the need for Defence to act with greater 
independence in an increasingly contested 

strategic environment. It highlighted the need to 
increase Australia’s self-reliance and industrial 
sovereignty across a number of critical areas. 

In order to achieve this objective, the supporting 
2020 Force Structure Plan allocated $1 billion 
to establish the Sovereign Guided Weapons and 
Explosive Ordnance Enterprise. 

The announcement I made, in conjunction with the 
Prime Minister and Minister for Defence, in Adelaide 
in late March this year, to accelerate the Sovereign 
Guided Weapons Manufacturing Enterprise, 
recognises the importance of this sovereign capability 
and its capacity to enhance and ensure Australia’s 
self-reliance and supply chain resilience. 

The Enterprise is providing an environment to 
develop and enhance Australia’s capabilities in this 

essential domain of modern warfare. But, building this 
enterprise will be a complex undertaking, requiring a 
coordinated, whole-of-government effort. 

The Morrison Government is actively seeking 
industry input to shape the development of the 
Enterprise through a Smart Buyer Process – given 
the size, complexity and breadth of the Enterprise, 
it will present significant opportunities for Australian 
industry, including small and medium-sized 
businesses. 

Industry needs to play its part. To embrace and 
take advantage of the opportunities we are creating, 
we need Australian industry and businesses to be 
agile and prepared. 

Our goal is to build genuine partnerships between 
Defence and industry to ensure our industrial base 
is capable of effectively and reliably supporting the 
defence of Australia and our national interests. 

A robust, resilient and globally competitive defence 

industrial base is crucial to our alliance with the 
United States and other key regional and global 
relationships that are essential to maintaining regional 
stability and security. 

I am committed to maximising Australian industry 
participation and delivering more opportunities for 
Australian businesses to not only participate in 
Defence projects, but to thrive in this new industrial 
ecosystem at home and abroad.

This includes nurturing the capacity of Australian 
businesses to engage in high-value, high-tech work 
– because these opportunities will make it easier 
for Australian businesses to work with Defence and 
integrate themselves into global supply chains. 

I am immensely proud of Australia’s tremendous 
capability in the area of weapons technology, 
particularly the growing partnerships shown at the 
government-owned facilities at Mulwala in New South 
Wales and Benalla in Victoria. 

The Sovereign Guided Weapons and Explosive 
Ordnance Enterprise will further empower Australian 
industry to build on our existing capabilities, across a 
number of capabilities and skillsets across our great 
nation. 

It is important to remember that establishing an 
endeavour as complex as this, is not without its 
challenges. This includes accessing intellectual 
property, developing a skilled workforce and exploiting 
the next generation of advanced manufacturing 
technologies. 

I am committed to overcoming these challenges 
and recognise that doing so requires a relationship 
of close cooperation and methodical problem solving 
between Government, industry and academia. 

I am confident that through this Enterprise, Australia 
can become a stronger, more resilient ally and partner 
and that Australia’s defence industry can continue to 
expand its role as a fundamental input to Defence 
capability. 

The Hon Melissa Price MP
Minister for Defence Industry

Minister for Defence Industry the Hon Melissa Price during the announcement of the Joint Strike Fighter – Industry 
Support Program at Parliament House, Canberra. Credit: CoA / Jay Cronan
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I t is extremely unlikely that the idea was Minister 
Dutton’s and that in a 24 hour period he was able to 
mobilise all of the approvals for the announcement 

and it is understood that his predecessor Senator 
Linda Reynolds had already done the heavy lifting. 
Speaking about the decision on that day in Adelaide 
– symbolically at the opening of Raytheon Australia’s 
guided missile integration facility for LAND 19 Phase 7 
– Scott Morrison spoke in dark terms about Australia’s 

deteriorating strategic circumstances and the need to 
be better prepared for a major conflict.

The Prime Minister didn’t mention China – but he 
didn’t have to. Without Beijing’s massive arms build-
up during the last decade, it’s threatening regional 
behaviour – particularly towards Taiwan – and its 
repressive actions in Hong Kong and Xinjiang, the 
world would be far more relaxed. However, policy 
makers have to work in the reality that we are in, not 
the one that everyone would like. 

The fact is that if supply lines to Australia were cut 
today, the ADF would be in an extremely vulnerable 
position because - with few exceptions - for anything 
more complex than bullets, bombs and artillery rounds 
we are almost completely dependant on imported 
solutions. To fight a war, one obviously needs weapons 
– and as things stand once the ADF had fired off 
everything in the locker we would be reduced to 
trying to fight a 21st Century war with largely outdated 
technology. 

An F-35 without missiles is just a radar-evading 
platform able to electronically jam enemy systems, but 
that’s about all. A submarine without torpedoes might 
still be useful for landing a handful of Special Forces 
soldiers somewhere – but that’s hardly an adequate 
return on tens of billions of dollars of investment. 
These examples can be extended indefinitely – without 
modern weapons, the ADF might still have great 
situational awareness, but with supply lines cut would 
not be able to stand up to a major threat from a very 
well-equipped adversary like China.

It didn’t have to be this way. 
Australia has an interesting history with the 

development of guided weapons. The Ikara anti-
submarine torpedo carrying rocket for surface ship 
self-defence was developed in the late 1950s and as 
well as being used by the RAN was sold to the UK, 
New Zealand, Brazil and Chile. The word is Aboriginal 
for ‘throwing stick’ and the concept was to fire a 
lightweight torpedo up to 20km from the ship to attack 
submarines before they were in a position to launch 
their own weapons. This formidable system was far 

better than anything the US developed as it could be 
guided during flight for accurate targeting and had 
twice the range of competing products.

Similarly, the Jindivik – meaning ‘the hunted one’ 
was a revolutionary jet-powered, radio controlled target 
drone developed in the early 1950s. It was operated by 
Australia, the US, UK and Sweden. With only modest 
investment it could have gone on to be the basis of 
a range of uninhabited reconnaissance and attack 
drones well ahead of international competitors – but 
government indifference and a growing ADF fondness 
for imported solutions put an end to that.

In the early 1950s, in conjunction with the UK, 
Australia developed one of the world’s first wire-guided 
heavy anti-tank missiles known as Malkara – meaning 
‘shield’. With a 4km range and substantial 26kg 
warhead it could probably defeat any of today’s Main 
Battle Tanks – let alone those of 60 years ago. While 
lacking in accuracy and speed, it was nevertheless a 
formidable weapon for its day, but proved to be yet 
another Australian technology orphan.

More successful has been Nulka – meaning ‘be 
quick’ – the hovering rocket anti-ship missile decoy in 
service with the navies of Australia, the US and the UK. 
It has been a good, if under reported, success story 
for Australian industry – particularly BAE Systems and 
Thales. Unlike Ikara and Jindivik, which are now sadly 
only found in museums, Nulka remains in production.

But rather than crying over what has been lost, this 
feature is an indication of what might be the future for 
Australia, which for guided weapons could be very 
bright. As usual for the July/August edition of APDR, 
we choose a theme and then turn it over to companies 
to describe – in their own words – their skills and how 
they can contribute to a particular endeavour. 

Last year we looked at developing a sovereign 
satellite capability and now it is the turn of guided 
weapons. A gratifying number of companies decided 
to participate – and a number of others had hoped to 
do so but either do not yet wish to reveal their business 
plans or are already engaged in sensitive negotiations 
with Defence.

KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA

INDUSTRY UP FOR THE CHALLENGE OF 
DEVELOPING GUIDED WEAPONS

Only one day after Peter Dutton had been sworn in as Defence Minister, he issued what might turn out to be one of the most 
consequential media releases in the history of Australian military preparedness. On March 31 – and in conjunction with the 
Prime Minister and also Defence Industry Minister Melissa Price – he announced that the government was accelerating the 

investment of $1 billion to develop an Australian sovereign guided weapons capability.

HMAS Darwin conducts a Nulka Active Missile Decoy 
firing in the Eastern Australian Exercise Area. Credit: 
CoA / Sarah Williams
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Our focus for guided weapons sovereign 
capability is the domain of High Speed 
Weapons. These are typically hypersonic 

missiles that can travel at greater than Mach 5, or 
above five-times the speed of sound. 

High Speed Weapons can be launched from 
almost anywhere, are very fast and manoeuvrable, 
making them hard to detect and defend against. 
Their evolution is driven by leading edge technology, 
and autonomy and artificial intelligence will have an 
important influence on their evolution.

There are two important questions. The first is 
why, from a defence capability are HSW required? 
And to this I would say that HSW collapse the “kill 
chain”, creating the possibility of surprise and make 
the enemy’s defence against attack more difficult and 
therefore improve the chances of keeping the enemy 
at a greater distance in any conflict.

The other is about why Australia needs this 
capability. We live in a region whose defence and 
security environment is becoming more challenging. 
Many regional nations are investing in their own High 
Speed Weapons capabilities

Australia’s intent to build a military technology 
advantage through the development of a sovereign 
High Speed Weapons capability is vital to 
achieving these strategic goals. In achieving the 
Commonwealth’s ambitions, aside from the obvious 
military advantages, the chance to design, test and 
manufacture High Speed Weapons in Australia 
presents a substantial opportunity to create an 

enduring sovereign 
capability in this dynamic 
and disruptive technology 
field with advantages to 
a range of non-military 
applications. 

Australia does not have 
the scale or industrial 
base to design and build 
all of its military capability 
from scratch. However, 
High Speed Weapons is 
an area where Australia 
has a distinct advantage.

Australia needs this 
disruptive capability; we 
cannot afford to rely on 
others for such a dynamic 
capability and we need the 
ability to adapt to keep up 
with our adversaries. The 
history of warfare is full of 
examples of technological 
advances delivering a 

decisive advantage on the battlefield. These decisive 
advantages have often defined nations and their 
future. The role of technology in today’s defence 
challenges is no different.

We have invested heavily over recent years to 
ensure that we are in a position to play a key 
role in Australia’s Hypersonic Weapons Program. 
BAE Systems Australia’s core engineering capability 
underpins our ability to work across the full life cycle 
of a weapons systems program and we have built 
an established network of Australian Industry and 
Academia that can be drawn together to create a 
Sovereign High Speed Weapon ecosystem. 

Over the last decade BAE Systems Australia has 
worked collaboratively with the DST Group on the 
HiFire Hypersonic Program and the company was the 
lead on the highly successful HiFire4 vehicle which 
proved our ability to navigate, guide and control a 
Hypersonic platform. We have been a key partner and 
Australian industry lead in programs such as HiFiRE, 
the Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile (ESSM), Nulka 
and the Advanced Short Range Air to Air Missile 
(ASRAAM) programs for more than 30 years.

BAE Systems Australia is the only industry partner 
with established in-country engineering capability in 
the development of complex weapons systems.

BAE systems Australia has more than three 
decades of experience in the design and development 
of guided weapons capabilities and technologies that 
are relevant to HSWs. Additionally, the company 
has invested significantly in the last decade in 

the development of technology solutions specific 
to hypersonic flight vehicles. We are prepared to 
continue this investment into the future to build a wide 
range of complementary sovereign capabilities, both 
within our company, across Australian industry, and 
within the scientific community. 

Through our experience, we also have a rich history 
of working closely with defence companies from 
around the world, particularly US Primes, on weapons 
systems programs. This has helped us create a 
strong culture of collaboration which is critical in 
delivering complex weapons system capabilities to 
both the Australian and US defence forces.

The roles we have performed on key weapons 
systems programs, including HiFiRE, Nulka,

ESSM and ASRAAM have differed depending on 
the need of the Commonwealth or US Government. 

Success will depend on a highly capable 
ecosystem that includes Defence, industry, capable 
supply chains and academia. There is already a lot 
of capability resident across Australia. Melbourne 
University and the University of NSW in particular 
have invested heavily in the R&T required to support 
this disruptive technology.

Our aim is to use the current foundation that brings 
together the best of industry and academia to make 
a greater contribution to protecting the nation and 
growing the Australian economy.

Our existing supply chain is long and deep – 
comprising some 1600 local companies. In 2020, 
we committed more than $770 million worth of work 
with these Australian suppliers, representing 76% of 
our total spend.

HSW is a truly disruptive and dynamic technology. 
Australia needs the ability to continue to adapt and 
evolve these technologies. They are not something 
that you buy and will continue to do the job you 
want for decades. A sovereign capability presents 
a real opportunity to stay a step ahead of the crowd 
– well ahead of the Five Eyes or NATO community 
and this could put us in an excellent position to 
build new export opportunities as we have with 
Nulka and ESSM.

We expect that will take around three years to 
develop a prototype demonstration system with 
basic operational capabilities. This would then 
undergo continual spiral development to achieve 
greater capability over the next decade. It will 
take up to seven years or more to achieve full 
operational capability depending on the complexity 
of the final solution.

Recognising the Australian Defence Force’s 
requirements, BAE Systems will spend $5 million 
fast tracking technology development in 2021 with 
additional investments planned for the next four years.

Brad Yelland, Chief Technology Officer, BAE Systems Australia
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Canberra-based Electro Optic Systems 
(EOS) is a potential strategic partner to 
develop sovereign Australian guided 

weapons capability. 
Australian owned and controlled EOS has over 35 

years’ experience in providing the capability required 
for sovereign guided weapons including R&D, design, 
manufacturing and supporting complex and high 
technology sensors, guidance packages, targeting 
systems and weapon systems. EOS more broadly also 
designs and manufactures in Australia space control 
systems consisting of software, space and aerospace 
C2 management and safety systems, optical sensors 
and components, lasers, large tracking and directing 
telescopes, electronic hardware, specialised coatings 
and precision mechanical components. This capability 
has been refined over many years and adapted as 
technologies and industrial capabilities have evolved. 
EOS has also established a local supply chain that 
supports high technology defence industry capabilities 
and aerospace quality manufacturing. EOS regularly 
invests in supply chain partners to create industrial 
capabilities that are unique in Australia. 

EOS could play a number of roles including but 
not limited to:
• Major team member in an Australian Sovereign 

Guided Weapons Enterprise delivering locally 
developed and manufactured guidance, tracking 
and sensor solutions.

• Supplier to the Sovereign Enterprise of locally 
developed technologies.

• Local manufacturing partner for overseas supplied 
designs and sub-components. 
The company has been involved in the guided 

weapons domain for over 35 years, since the 
company’s founding and has delivered extremely high-
level targeting and guidance solutions to a number 
of large US space and land programs over that time. 
Specific EOS Australian developed technology in the 
stabilisation, fire control and directed energy fields 
remain relatively unique within both the space and land 
domains. In order to deliver on these programs EOS 
has designed and developed high-level capabilities 
in optical and laser systems as well as the software 
and mechanical capabilities to deliver these systems 

as practical solutions for employment in space and 
on Earth. This includes systems and sub-systems 
essential to any sovereign guided weapons program. 

EOS has the base skills and the right skill sets 
to quickly move further into the guided weapons 
domain. As one of the largest Australian sovereign 
defence companies and the largest Australian 
defence exporter, the company has a large workforce 
and a core group of technologists that can work with 
experienced guided weapons partners to establish 
an effective capability in the short-term. In the longer 
term EOS believes that Australia should commit to 
not only the establishment of a sovereign guided 
weapons capability that can manufacture overseas 
designs but should push to develop, manufacture to 
scale, and export guided weapons capabilities that 
are fully Australian. 

Not only does Australia have all the necessary 
skills and industrial capability to develop and sustain 
a world-class guided weapons industry, it also has 
an immediate requirement to see such a capability 
develop, grow and mature into a credible and essential 
industry for our national defence. In fact, the further 
we expand the scope of the capability, the more 
commercially viable and internationally competitive it 
will become. While it appears that the initial interest 
and focus of the capability is directed at certain 
threats, there is nothing stopping the Government 
and the ADF from expanding the scope over time 
to encompass every guided weapon in the ADF 
inventory. The broader the scope, the more that 
core technologies can be leveraged over multiple 
applications. 

On the issue of which weapons should be given 
priority, we believe that is best answered by a 
comprehensive study that covers: the operationally 
and strategically high-demand guided weapons 
required in a conflict; the systems that represent the 
easiest and quickest to transfer to local production; 

in-service systems providers prepared to transfer 
full IP to the sovereign enterprise (not all will be 
prepared to do this); supply chain risk; and other 
strategic considerations balanced against industrial 
and technical risks. The highest priority system 
strategically may also be the most complex system 
industrially. It may be better to start with simpler 
systems and grow the skills and industrial base rather 
than embarking on an expensive and time consuming 
activity that risks cancellation due to its initial high-
level complexity. 

The speed with which this could occur depends 
on how committed the Government and ADF are 
in establishing a capability and how much support 
it gets from our allies. With a concerted effort and 
support from allies, with established guided weapons 
capabilities, we could have a limited domestic 
capability in three to five years and completely 
sovereign designed, manufactured, tested and 
supported capability in 10 to 12 years. 

Some other Australian companies that we have 
been working with include:
• Nova Systems (test and qualification)
• NIOA (energetics)
• Gilmore Space (rocket and missile bodies, 

propellants, guidance and telemetry systems) 
• AW Bell, Real Steel, NuPress (precision metal 

components)
• XTEK (composite components)
• Hydrix, Design Technology Company (engineering 

and design support)
• CEA Technologies (Radar target acquisition and 

guidance systems)
• Cabelex, LASS, Thomas Global (electronics and 

cable sub component manufacturing)
• Applied Virtual Simulation (simulation and training 

systems) 
• Athena AI (artificial intelligence guidance systems)

Grant Sanderson
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IAI

IAI is a world leader in guided missile technology. 
Credit: IAI

PURSUING DEFENCE SYSTEMS 
PARTNERSHIPS  
– A VIEW FROM IAI
Nations maintaining a strong, modern military power 
seek to maintain sovereignty of the manufacturing 
of key weapons necessary for national defense. 
Developing such capability requires major 
investments and involves significant risk. Cooperation 
with the right industry partner is essential to ensure 
successful implementation of such ventures.

Australia’s quest for establishing weapon 
development and manufacturing is well aligned with 
our capacity and capability to address those needs, 
making IAI a perfect choice for a strategic partner 
to develop Australia’s sovereign guided weapons 
capability.

IAI fully understand Australia's wish and need 
to rely on local capabilities and supply chains 
for a number of strategic capabilities. IAI already 
practiced extensive technology sharing and 
partnerships in the fields of aerospace and defense 
systems, with countries and partners worldwide. The 
company believes that this is a win-win approach 
that has advantages for both sides. We are currently 
examining the appropriate business model for our 
operations in Australia. Establishing a strong local 
presence, in Australia is one of the fields of action 
under consideration.

BATTLE-PROVEN TECHNOLOGIES 
For more than 50 years IAI has been active in the 
development and production of defence systems 
in Israel and abroad. Our experience spans space, 
air, land and naval systems. The company’s portfolio 
covers a wide range of battle-proven ground breaking 
systems, with fully owned IP and based on many 
years of experience. 

Such offensive and defensive systems play a 
central role and a key component in the arsenals of 
military powers in countries around the world. IAI’s 
cutting-edge systems are designed to overmatch 
modern battlefield opponents, in low and high 
intensity warfare alike.

THE HERITAGE OF PARTNERSHIPS
As a multi-billion dollar enterprise with global 
operations, IAI has developed local activities in the 
markets considered strategic for our growth. IAI 
already operates an office in Australia that assists 
our staff in Israel in identifying opportunities and 
thinking about the right course of action to work in 
the country and we are considering the expansion 
of our local capacity. If this option is chosen, IAI will 
support the local operation with whatever is required 
to accomplish its goals in a similar way we have 
already done in India, Brazil, Republic of Korea and 
other countries. These activities include the transfer 
of technology and knowledge, for the establishment 
of local capabilities. 

IAI believes this can also be done in Australia, 
a country characterised by brilliant people with 
knowledge and expertise in diverse fields, by 
combining Australian excellence with the experience 
IAI has gained in implementing aerospace and 
defence programs. This cooperation will establish 
a significant independent capability here in Australia 
and reduce dramatically risks and establishment 
cycle time. Such an activity may require the arrival 
of Australians to specialise at IAI in Israel and 
sometimes the arrival of Israeli experts to Australia, 
depending on the level of existing knowledge and the 
stages of the project.

A LONG-TERM COMMITMENT
Having a sovereign weapon means a country must 
maintain a strategic supply chain for key systems. In 
our experience, at times of crisis or war, the supply 
chain that depends on international trade partnerand 

foreign suppliers becomes undependable. Therefore, 
a sovereign state that relies on specific and critical 
weapon systems must possess a number of local 
strategic capabilities that will enable it to implement 
its policies even in time of war. Given Australia’s 
geographical posture and the operational needs we 
have learned from our Australian partners, we see a 
potential area for partnerships – In which IAI has many 
years of experience, backed by proven technology 
transfer policy in building local capabilities and self-
sufficiency for its partners. 

The establishment of a local development and 
manufacturing base is a long-term commitment that 
takes years and requires a thorough technological 
preparation of the selected projects. Since 
Australians lack experience in this field, IAI assesses 
that hard-working Australians need at least 2-3 and 
up to 6-7 years to fully transfer the knowhow for full 
local capability.

IAI see this an opportunity for a long-term 
commitment and will plan our steps carefully. The 
company discusses teaming arrangements with 
several Australian owned companies to establish true 
sovereign capabilities in Australia. In a similar way 
the company successfully established comparable 
operations worldwide. As part of this process, 
just recently announced, IAI have confirmed its 
interest in cooperating with NIOA’s Australian Missile 
Corporation to fulfill the Australian government’s 
vision of developing sovereign Australian defence 
capabilities. Both companies believe that their 
capabilities are synergetic, and the joint effort will 
provide leading innovative local solutions for the 
benefit of Australian industries.
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KONGSBERG

Kongsberg believes it could be one of the 
strategic industry partners for the creation 
of a sovereign Guided Weapons enterprise 

in Australia. Kongsberg provides two missile types 
from the same family, the Naval Strike Missile (NSM) 
and the Joint Strike Missile (JSM). 

NSM is a highly advanced and proven anti-ship 
and land attack missile that can be fired from ships, 
trucks, and helicopters. International customers 
include Norway, Germany, Poland, Malaysia, 

Romania, and the US. 
JSM is unique as it is the only maritime and land 

attack cruise missile that is specifically designed to 
fit inside the weapons bay of the F-35, allowing that 
platform to retain its range and stealth characteristics. 
Selected by F-35 partner nations Norway and Japan, 
the weapon is of interest to all F-35 user nations. 

Kongsberg has a long and proud history of 
working with Australian Industry in the development 
of sovereign guided weapons capability. This 
commenced more than 20 years ago with the local 
industrial co-operation on the Penguin anti-ship 
missile acquired by the Royal Australian Navy. A 
number of weapon components were produced by 
local Australian companies, including the warheads 

which were manufactured by Thales Australia 
(formerly ADI) at Mulwala. Kongsberg also works 
closely with BAE Systems Australia on the Joint 
Strike Missile, with BAE producing the Passive RF 
Sensor for that weapon. Kongsberg has recently 
signed its second export order for Passive RF 
sensors for JSM. 

Kongsberg is a Guided Weapons Original Equipment 
Manufacturer that has been successful internationally in 
the provision of Maritime Strike weapons. 

Kongsberg Defence Australia has experienced 
significant growth over the past 24 months in 
support of its local production activities for Defence 
programs and would look to further expand its local 
capabilities and growing network of local suppliers 
as required. 

Regarding whether the goal of developing a 
sovereign capability is achievable, the answer is yes 
- but it will take time and we believe Defence should 
consider establishing short, medium and long-term 
objectives. There are components of sovereign 
capability that could be achieved quite quickly, 
such as assembly and maintenance activities, whilst 
other aspects may take longer. The transition from 
international supply chains to local supply chains 

may also take time and investment.
The establishment of any sovereign guided 

weapons capability needs to be able to develop 
weapons that meet the capability requirements of 
Defence. Defence and Government have identified 
a need to achieve a manufacturing capability quickly, 
which means priority should be given to a weapon or 
weapons already in production.

The sovereign guided weapons enterprise must 
also be sustainable, which means there needs 
to be sufficient volume of weapons being built or 
maintained to support ongoing activities and ensure 
the skills and expertise of the workforce. 

The timeframe to achieve a sovereign guided 
weapons enterprise will be dependent upon the 
nature of the weapons selected, their country of 
origin, and that country’s willingness and ability 
to release the technology required. Accordingly, 
consideration should be given to establishing short, 
medium and long-term objectives that are well 
understood and achievable. 

Regarding engagement with local industry, 
Kongsberg has previously worked with Thales 
Australia on warhead production and maintenance, 
and BAE Systems Australia with the passive RF 
sensor. Kongsberg has a number of other Australian 
SMEs already qualified in our global supply chain 
that could likely contribute, and we have met with, or 
are aware of, many others that are well suited to be 
local partners and suppliers.

- John Fry, General Manager, Kongsberg 
Defence Australia.

JSM is unique as it is the only maritime and land attack cruise 
missile that is specifically designed to fit inside the weapons 
bay of the F-35, allowing that platform to retain its range and 

stealth characteristics. 

Naval Strike Missile (NSM) 
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LOCKHEED MARTIN

A t Lockheed Martin Australia (LMA), 
our aim is to be the Australian Defence 
Force’s (ADF) trusted strategic partner 

for realising a fully integrated, interoperable and 
future-ready force for the 21st century battlefield. 

We will do this by working in partnership to 
design, build and advance world-class sovereign 
defence capabilities that Australia needs to 
maintain a decisive advantage across all domains. 

We bring over 70 years of proven experience 
in Australia and as the capability steward we can 
lead the capability transition required to achieve 
the ADF’s future mission view.

Our integrated architecture ecosystem will 
enable the ADF to develop, integrate and test 
advanced capabilities across all domains for 21st 
century challenges focused on preparedness. We 
will partner, innovate and deliver interoperability 
by advancing cutting edge technology for the 
multi-domain battlespace that stays ahead of 
those new and emerging strategic threats.

In April this year, we realised a long-term plan 
to advance Australia’s sovereign national guided 
weapons capability with the announcement of 
the finalisation of a Teaming Agreement with 
Thales Australia to develop a sovereign weapons 
capability in Australia. 

LMA and Thales Australia have distinct and 
complementary backgrounds and expertise 
in the manufacture and delivery of weapons 
capabilities that together will provide further 
impetus for the Australian Government’s objective 
of expanding the sovereign defence industrial and 
manufacturing capability. It will bring Australia 
a step closer to a sovereign guided weapons 
capability as well as support a strong export 
business.

The teaming agreement will advance the proven 
and mature LRASM maritime strike capability 
across further platforms for the next generation 
of surface launch domains. It also recognises 
that local industry is investing in opportunities for 
domestic manufacturing and production.

We have a proud history of successfully 
developing and delivering world class capabilities 

to our customers. Our agreement with Thales 
Australia represents a step change for future 
weapons manufacture in Australia. Through 
technology transfer and innovation we see the 
opportunity to drive the creation of a skilled 
local workforce, build resiliency in supply chains 
and help secure Australia’s sovereign defence 

capabilities.
The opportunity to work with the team at 

Thales Australia, the largest manufacturer of 
explosive ordnance for the ADF, with a successful 
track record of delivering ammunition, propellants, 
explosives and related services, has the makings 
of a great partnership for the future.

 It will bring Australia a step closer to a sovereign guided 
weapons capability as well as support a strong export business.

Through technology transfer and innovation we see the 
opportunity to drive the creation of a skilled local workforce, 
build resiliency in supply chains and help secure Australia’s 

sovereign defence capabilities.

Javelin in production
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NIOA

I f there’s one characteristic NIOA Chief Executive 
Officer Robert Nioa could be known for it’s 
recognising an opportunity and then backing 

himself, even when others may find the path ahead too 
difficult. It’s why, 25 years ago, he joined his late father 
in the family’s small gun business as sweeping gun law 
reforms following the Port Arthur massacre turned the 
industry on its head.

While other dealers closed, Bill Nioa and the young 
Robert made a call to pursue a strategy of growth 
and diversification, branching out into the security 
and police markets. It’s why, in 2013, as an SME on 
a steady growth path, Robert went out on a limb and 
invested $30 million in a state-of-the-art weapons and 
munitions logistics centre in Brisbane, without a single 
defence contract. 

The company is now the largest supplier of 
non-guided munitions to the Australian Defence Force 
delivering next-generation 155mm artillery shells, 
medium calibre munitions for the Land 400 Rheinmetall 
Boxer Armoured vehicle and mortar capability as well 
as select munitions for the Abrams tank and more than 
50 other strategic munitions.

And it’s why, in 2020, NIOA along with joint venture 
partner Rheinmettall Waffe Munitions transformed a 
paddock in country Queensland into one of the world’s 
most advanced artillery shell forging plants.

It’s this long-range view combined with a fervent 
belief in Aussie SMEs and an unwavering commitment 
to building the domestic defence industry, that has 
motivated NIOA to set up its latest venture.

The Australian Missile Corporation (AMC) was 
fast-tracked in response to the Federal Government’s 
announcement in March that it would invest $1billion 

to establish the Sovereign Guided Missile Enterprise.
AMC’s mission is to pull together Australian 

companies as well as offshore primes to secure a slice 
of the estimated $40 billion missile production industry 
which is expected to generate 2000 jobs around the 
country over the next decade. 

Such is NIOA’s standing, it did not take long for 
other businesses to come knocking on the start-up 
missile company’s door. 

By the time the curtains came down on the three-
day biennial Land Forces conference in Brisbane in 
early June, AMC had already inked partnerships with 
Black Sky Aerospace and Quickstep.

“Highly capable organisations such as Quickstep 
and Black Sky Aerospace will be critical to the 
success of the Commonwealth’s sovereign guided 
weapons enterprise,’’ Robert Nioa told APDR at 
the time.

‘’We welcome any opportunity to partner through 
the Australian Missile Corporation collaborative 
platform and showcase and support the expertise of 
leading Australian companies.’’

AMC has since announced that DMG MORI and 
Thornton Tomasetti have come on board

Australian industry participation, and in particular 
sovereignty, is embedded in NIOA’s DNA. Whether it is 
linking with smaller domestic defence manufacturers, 
engaging local construction companies, or using 
homegrown renewable timber in its new buildings.

‘’Although we are a much larger business these 
days, we never forget where we came from and that is 
why we throw our weight behind like-minded SMEs,’’ 
Robert said. 

‘’We know in the defence sector that the skills, 
expertise and quality workmanship are right here on our 
doorstep, so AMC’s focus is to facilitate collaboration 
between government, academia, industry and defence 
to engage with the local supply chain and ensure that 
jobs are created and sustained right here in Australia.’’

The Sovereign Guided Missile Enterprise, 
announced by Prime Minister Scott Morrison on 
March 31, is part of a $270 billion spend over the next 
decade to beef up Australia’s defence forces, including 
high-tech submarines, new fighter jets, hypersonic 
weapons, and advanced munitions.

Through its Smart Buyer process, Defence will 

select an experienced strategic industry partner to 
build and operate the facility which will produce a suite 
of precision weapons.

The Defence Strategic Update (DSU) released 
last July, outlined three key objectives: To shape 
Australia’s strategic environment; to deter actions 
against Australia’s interests; and to respond with 
credible military force when required.

A subsequent report by the Australian Strategic 
Policy Institute said Australia’s defence industry would 
need to grow by billions in coming decades for the 
nation to become more self-reliant.

‘’The Morrison government has been clear in making 
sovereign capability a strategic priority and we are 
strongly behind policy settings that support Australian 
Industry Content and self-reliance,’’ Robert said.

‘’Meanwhile, the Queensland government has 
targeted the defence industry as one of its key 
economic pillars, dubbing us the ‘khaki state’ or the 
capital of the LAND domain.

‘’As we have seen with the global COVID-19 
pandemic, one of the big risks to our national security 
is disruption to global supply chains.

‘’Compounding this, the strategic landscape in the 
Indo-Pacific region is evolving very quickly. 

‘’NIOA’s strategy has always been to be dynamic 
and anticipatory, and AMC is part of that next phase, 
but the work must begin now.

‘’We know that Australia already possesses a 
wealth of intellectual property and experience across 
the guided weapons ecosystem.

‘’AMC’s goal is to harness that knowledge and 
skill and map out a plan to make the most of the 
government’s significant investment in this national 
enterprise.

‘’If Australian businesses can each capture a small 
portion of this work in local capability then the benefits 
to our armed forces, local industry and the greater 
economy will be immense.’’

NIOA was founded in regional Queensland in 
1973 and is the largest Australian owned weapons 
and munitions Prime Contractor. Committed to the 
development of Australian sovereign capability, NIOA 
is investing $130 million in domestic munitions and 
explosives manufacturing over the next five years, 
including a $60 million artillery shell forging plant 
in Maryborough Queensland with joint-venture 
partner Rheinmetall Waffe Munitions, an upgrade 
of the Commonwealth’s Government-owned Benalla 
munitions plant in Victoria and an $11 million expansion 
of its Brisbane warehouse and distribution facility.

Potential stakeholders can register their interest on 
the AMC website australianmissilecorporation.com.
au or email to enquires@australianmissilecorporation.
com.au
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NOVA

CONTRIBUTING TO A SOVEREIGN 
GUIDED WEAPONS CAPABILITY
Nova Systems is Australia’s largest privately owned 
defence engineering services and technology solutions 
company. With revenue this year of close to $300m and 
a workforce of 700+, Nova Systems is well positioned 
to play a key role to deliver against the Government’s 
commitment to establish a Sovereign Guided Weapons 
Enterprise to meet the capability requirements of 
Australia’s Defence Forces; now and in the future. 

As a minimum, Nova Systems will be able to 
bring unrivalled experience and capabilities in Test 
& Evaluation, certification, and systems assurance 
across the Capability Life Cycle in support of a 
sovereign guided weapons capability. In addition to 
this, we have ambitions to be involved at the highest 
level given our sovereign credentials but recognise 
we cannot do this on our own and will need to 
collaborate with other sovereign industrial partners. 
We are working towards creating a collaborative 
consortia of sovereign Australian entities to provide 
Australia’s Defence Forces with the guided weapons 
capability to meet their current and emerging needs.

There is a distinct Test and Evaluation requirement 
for any guided weapons enterprise. As an experienced 
and trusted partner to Defence and defence industry, 
Nova is well positioned to provide Test & Evaluation, 
certification, and systems assurance (T&ECSA) 
capabilities to support Australia’s sovereign guided 
weapons manufacturing – now and in the future.

Nova has been growing T&ECSA capability since 
we were founded 21 years ago, across all defence 
domains, partnering with the Australian Defence 
Force on projects including Wedgetail, F-35A Joint 
Strike Fighter, Air Warfare Destroyer and MRH90 
helicopter. As Australia’s premier sovereign T&E 
agency, there is a clear role for us to play.

We are also embedded within the Explosive 
Materiel Branch (EMB), through our role as the only 
Major Service Provider (MSP) consortia led by an 
Australian owned and controlled entity. The EMB 
is responsible for everything to do with Explosive 
Ordnance in defence and as they continue to 
grow, we will continue to provide vital support and 
capabilities. As the CASG agency which procures 
and certifies new ordnance, the EMB will be at the 

centre of a sovereign guided weapons capability. 
At Nova Systems, we have the experience and 

capability to support the full spectrum of T&E within 
the guided weapons domain. 

We have provided guided weapons testing of 
missiles and rockets in the air domain. We have 
run test events for the Australian Army including 
the Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter Hellfire, 
and 70mm guided rocket campaigns. We have 
also supported the integration of new ordnance 
on a number of fast jet platforms for Royal 
Australian Air Force.

We have also been responsible for Woomera Test 
Range management during guided weapons and 
space launch test events. Nova has been instrumental 
in supporting launch activities at Woomera. We 
developed the launch management, approval 
processes and procedures used by Woomera during 
launch events, ensuring the safety of these activities. 
This experience and expertise can be applied to both 
space and guided weapons areas. 

Nova has a workforce of 700+ smart people who 
solve complex challenges for our clients. We are a 
growing Australian company and with further certainty 
and long-term commitment from the Commonwealth 
to building a sovereign guided weapons capability, 
we will be in a better position to make future 
investment decisions. 

That being said, we are continually using our 
expertise to grow our local workforce. We are 
making significant investments to develop Advanced 
T&E capability, including in our future workforce 
which is being developed through on-the-job training 
and workforce professionalisation, to ensure we 
continue to provide a truly world-class sovereign T&E 
capability to Defence and our industry partners.

Nova Systems has established an Explosive 
Ordnance (EO) graduate program - the only one 

of its kind in Australia - to ensure there are enough 
EO engineers in Australia in the future to meet the 
current and emerging demands of our defence client. 
We are also a leading training provider so will have 
a capability to provide training in EO to the broader 
defence industry in support of the guided weapons 
explosive ordnance enterprise. 

Guided weapons are a critical sovereign capability 
given they are multi-domain and cut across the 
air, maritime and land domains. Australia is home 
to some exceptional and innovative industry and if 
given opportunities and support, we can absolutely 
achieve this as a sovereign capability and skillset. 
The sovereign aspect of guided weapons production 
is crucial, as guaranteed availability of this capability 
is not only in our national interest but a necessity, 
particularly during times of crisis when supply chains 
are under threat. 

With an appropriate commercial construct, there is 
the potential to deliver strong commercial outcomes 

and there are global examples where Defence 
and industry have worked as long-term partners, 
rather than simply suppliers to deliver benefits and 
efficiencies against jointly agreed objectives. 

There are a number of mature weapons that the 
ADF already has in-service or has decided to buy 
that could be produced domestically. As Australia is 
establishing this capability, it makes sense that the 
focus is on what we already know is required. 

Longer-term the focus will be on providing the 
ADF’s platforms with guided weapons and missiles 
that can be integrated across platforms and are based 
entirely on Australian owned IP and production.

The urgency of Australia’s strategic circumstances 
means we cannot afford to wait to implement a truly 
Sovereign Guided Weapons Enterprise to deliver this 
critical capability in support of our ADF’s current and 
emerging requirements.

Government support of the establishment of a truly 
Sovereign Australian Guided Weapons Enterprise 
will be the vote of confidence in the Australian 
defence industry and broader ecosystem to support 
the future capability that needs to be developed for 
our nation’s on-going security. 

- Jim McDowell, Group CEO, Nova Group

Guided weapons are a critical sovereign capability given they 
are multi-domain and cut across the air, maritime and land 

domains. Australia is home to some exceptional and innovative 
industry and if given opportunities and support, we can 

absolutely achieve this as a sovereign capability and skillset. 
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Communications solutions offer an edge in 
guided weapons project

Covid-19 has tested Australia’s reliance 
on its global supply chain, and not just in the crucial 
areas of medical and pharmaceutical manufacturing.

In defence, sovereign industrial capability 
has emerged as a major priority for the Federal 
Government.

Home-grown solutions are now crucial to the 
strengthening of the defence supply chain.

For Australian companies such as Penten, the 
decision to accelerate the sovereign guided weapons 
capability represents a major opportunity.

Penten is an Australian cybersecurity business with 
strong offerings in innovative defence and sovereign 
security technologies.

Penten has a depth of experience in the delivery of 
secure remote communications within the defence 
sector, something that can easily be applied to the 
field of guided weapons. 

Headquartered in Canberra with more than 100 
employees, Penten has already proven itself as a 
leading contributor to Australia’s rising sovereign 
industrial capability. 

SECURE MOBILITY SOLUTIONS
The company is presently delivering secure mobility 
solutions to government and defence clients. It is this 
expertise in the securing and delivery of information 
within a classified environment that has the potential 
to significantly shape the development of the future 
guided weapons expertise.

Penten believes its breadth of expertise in 
cybersecurity can support the guided weapons 
capability project in three ways.

First, the infrastructure can secure the exchange of 
information to ensure a sovereign advantage, such as in 

the creation of intellectual property between sovereign 
industrial, academic and defence contributors using 
Australian approved cryptology.

Second, the Penten infrastructure can secure 
the classified exchange of information through the 
supply chain, ensuring that information is contained 
within Australia, by Australia, using only Australian 
technology approved for use by national agencies.

And finally, Penten offers secure communications 
solutions that can be adapted and integrated into the 
missile technology; this will help to deliver a secure 
communication exchange between the missile and the 
fire control system for the sovereign management of 
the capability.

Furthermore, Penten has relevant and contemporary 
expertise in the Defence domain in the high-level 
application of advanced machine learning and artificial 
intelligence. Using this experience, Penten is able to 
accelerate the automation of future technologies.

Developing a sovereign defence capability also 
relies heavily on co-operation between government, 
industry and academia.

Penten has an enviable record in collaborating with 
the three sectors to secure the creation, sharing and 
enhancement of sovereign intellectual property that 
maintains an information advantage and demonstrates 
export capability.

The guided weapons capability project provides the 
ideal opportunity to harness the depth of technological 
skill in Australia, nurtured by the university sector 
and encouraged by government policy. A successful 
collaboration between the government, industry and 
academia can deliver a solution that could change the 
application of weapons systems for decades.

Of course, the development of a sovereign capability 
relies not just on government resolve, or the budget to 
support it.

FOSTERING AUSTRALIAN TALENT
People provide solutions. And developing sovereign 
industrial capability means a strong dependence on 
the skills and expertise of Australian talent.

Penten’s workforce has grown strongly in recent 
years thanks to its commitment to engage with 
the university sector and foster the potential of 
graduates in science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM).

Australia has a depth of smart and capable people. 
Government policies such as nurturing a sovereign 
capability in guided weapons will only further 
encourage qualified people to build their careers 
working in and for the Defence sector.

Importantly, the guided weapons project will 
foster the growth of new industries, encouraging the 

creation and development of emerging technologies. 
In a sovereign context, that is crucial in delivering an 
adaptable and inter-operable defence force that is not 
reliant on foreign military sales or ITAR. 

In mapping out the guided weapons project, an 
important priority is to work with and support our allies, 
especially within the Five Eyes partnership. That may 
mean an initial focus on where Australia can identify 
gaps in the missile spectrum.

While sovereign production for domestic needs is 
the clear objective, developing an export technology 
to support our allies, where needed, is also an 
important priority.

It is also important that the timetable for the 
delivery of the guided weapons is realistic but also 
maintains a sufficient momentum to encourage 
innovation and agility.

Under the encouraging policy framework set by 
the Federal Government, it is likely that the first of 
the emerging technologies required to develop a 
guided missile advantage will be delivered within 
the next five years.

That may be regarded by some as an ambitious 
deadline, but it must be aligned to the need for 
advanced munitions; the changing geopolitical 
landscape and the rapid rate of emerging technologies 
accelerating the need for battlefield advantage.

In the field of cybersecurity, Penten is well aware 
of how the speed of technological advancement is 
driving new imperatives in the defence sector as well 
across wider communications spheres.

Secure and smarter communications systems 
are integral to maintaining an edge in new defence 
technology.

Penten looks forward to playing a constructive role 
in the development of the sovereign guided weapons 
capability. There will also be opportunities for other 
Australian SMEs and consultancies, such as EOS, 
NIOA and Nova, to contribute to the project. 

INCENTIVES FOR INDUSTRY
Australia does not have a monopoly on smart people, 
especially in the field of defence technology.

But we do have vibrant and capable industry and 
academic sectors that can play a leading role in the 
development of a sovereign defence industry. 

The announcement that Australia will proceed with 
the development of guided missile capability provides 
an incentive for industry and academia to collaborate 
on a significant domestic defence project.

Penten is confident that the guided missile 
capability will draw on the finest technology talent in 
Australia, setting up the foundations for a renewed and 
reinvigorated sovereign defence industry for decades 
to come.

PENTEN
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QUICKSTEP

Quickstep is Australia’s largest independent 
aerospace composites business, with 
experience in composite, metal and 

bonded structures. Many of the guided weapons 
planned for procurement by the Commonwealth 
rely on composite, metal and bonded airframes. 
Quickstep can deploy extensive engineering, 
production and sustainment capability throughout 
the guided weapons value chain. All of it using 
Australian ingenuity, delivering high value 
employment opportunities and genuine sovereign 
controlled supply chain resilience. 

Our Bankstown site has previously supplied 
airframe composite structures into the Evolved Sea 
Sparrow Missile (ESSM) program. We have recently 
commissioned a high volume production facility for 
F-35 countermeasures, which are essentially high-
tolerance rocket motor/projectile bodies. Many of 
the large composite structures we build for aircraft 
airframes today share many similarities with guided 
weapons airframes. 

Non-recurring investment is an inevitable feature 
of new program starts. Quickstep has the facilities 
and people resources to provide extensive input to 
the guided weapons enterprise today. Depending on 
the specific nature of the program, additional tooling, 
plant and equipment may be required. Quickstep 
has demonstrated a strong appetite to invest in new 
programs, for example more than $60 million of 
company funding has been invested at Bankstown to 
support defence aerospace production over the last 
10 years. Additionally, Quickstep invests $4-5 million 

(5-6% of sales) in maintenance capital expenditure 
and internally funded research, and development 
every year. This is a significant commitment for a 
company our size and ensures we are continually 
improving and adding value to our customers.

Whilst Quickstep has specific capabilities relating 
to airframes, it is evident that Australia also has 

significant existing capability in warheads, rocket 
motors, sensors and guidance systems. This 
represents all of the key constituents of guided 
weapons production and it exists here, in Australia, 
today. The chosen procurement mechanism, robust 

AIC requirements and the existence of established 
offshore OEM supply chains represent the greatest 
barriers to success, not Australian capability.

Initially, it will be important to make use of the 
existing defence industry policy framework to 
ensure maximum domestic production on off-the-
shelf acquisition programs. Concurrently there 

will need to be an increase in domestic research 
and development spend, as well as engineering 
and manufacturing development spend to support 
indigenous programs. Inevitably, all acquisition will 
require a blend of onshore and offshore supply 
chains. This is a sovereign capability, not an attempt 
at complete self-sufficiency in all systems and 
components.

The enterprise model may require an evolutionary 
view of existing AIC, or even a replacement, to 
ensure the objectives of a sovereign guided weapons 
capability are met. This will require high levels of trust 
and collaboration between foreign OEMs and the 
whole Australian industrial base, including their own 

local subsidiaries.
A robust initial sovereign capability, assuming a 

favourable procurement environment and political 
will, could be achieved within the next 3-5 years. Full 
sovereign capability, based on the likely development 
timelines for new guided weapons, could be achieved 
within 5-10 years.

There is a remarkable depth of capability within the 
Australian industrial base (both defence and adjacent 
industries). In the context of airframe technology, we 
would consider highly relevant capabilities to exist 
with companies such as Marand, Memko, CST 
Composites, Ferra, Levett and Lovitt.

Quickstep has the facilities and people resources to provide 
extensive input to the guided weapons enterprise today. 

Pic needed to pad out

Whilst Quickstep has specific capabilities relating to airframes, 
it is evident that Australia also has significant existing capability 

in warheads, rocket motors, sensors and guidance systems. 

Quickstep supplies composite parts for the F-35 program. 
Credit: CoA / Stewart Gould
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SAAB

The creation of sovereign capability for the 
manufacture and supply of weapon systems 
in Australia will require experts from both 

the defence and manufacturing sectors, to deliver 
in-country capability that benefits and enhances 
our Australian Defence Force’s (ADF) operational 
capacity and ensures Australia has a reliable supply 
chain.

Saab is a global leader in the design and delivery of 
missile and weapon systems providing the advanced 
capabilities for modern forces to address a wide 
range of conflict scenarios. 

With a proven track record of successful 
technology transfer and local industry engagement, 
Saab is well positioned to support the Australian 
Government’s $1 billion investment to develop a 

sovereign guided weapons manufacturing capability.
Saab’s long history of highly advanced and 

innovative integration expertise provides a strong 
foundation for the development of guided munition 
capability, leveraging the company’s expertise in 
systems integration, mission planning, weapon 
modification and assembly.

Saab supports the ADF’s Ground Based Air 
Defence (GBAD) capability, continuously enhancing 
the RBS-70 Air Defence System to match evolving 
GBAD requirements. The RBS 70 has been in 
service with the Australia Army for over 30 years, 
including the class leading Bolide missile, an 
unjammable laser beam riding guided munition.

As ground forces all over the globe face threats 
that necessitate a persistent anti-access area denial 
capability, Saab continues to innovate to provide 

advanced guided munition solutions.
Saab and Boeing are collaborating to develop the 

Ground Launched Small Diameter Bomb (GLSDB) 
- a unification of two combat proven systems, the 
Boeing GBU-39/B SDB I and the M26 rocket 
motor. This ground-launched guided munition is an 
extended range, low cost, and highly manoeuvrable 

precision strike munition that could be further 
developed and produced as a part of Australia’s 
future sovereign guided munitions capability.

The GLSDB leverages almost 20 years of 
extensive development of the SDB that is currently 
in service with the Royal Australian Air Force. 
Ordnance commonality across RAAF and Army will 
support reduced costs in acquisition and support, 
whilst delivering superior joint fires effects including 
multi-direction and multi-aspect attacks from a single 
launcher, saturating the threat’s defence systems.

Well advanced in the development cycle, the 
GLSDB platform has successfully completed three 
live firings against static and moving targets. The 
GLSDB can be considered as a complementary 
munition for the future Long Range Precision 
Fires capability, is launcher platform agnostic, and 
delivers unique capability with a range of effects 
that would normally be associated with Close Air 

Support (CAS).
Providing a CAS equivalent capability, only more 

persistent and more cost effective, at shorter notice 
and in all weathers, the system is not only advanced 
and highly capable, but its manufacture in Australia 
directly supports the development of sovereign 
industry.

Saab has identified significant opportunities 
with GLSDB for Australian industrial involvement, 
ensuring the growth of Australian industry, reduced 
cost over the life of the system and reduction of 
supply chain risk. This will be particularly important 
for what will most likely be a Foreign Military Sales 
acquisition of the LAND 8113 platform.

Building on its highly capable integration capability 
– as Australia’s Combat Management System 
Enterprise Partner to Defence for system integration 
of the nation’s Royal Australian Navy surface fleet – 
Saab will leverage its existing strengths across the 
maritime and land environments to further develop 
Australia’s sovereign industrial capability and the 
growth of sovereign guided weapons manufacturing 
capability in Australia.

The skills and capabilities already exist here in 
Australia and with defence and industry working 
together over the next decade, the nation will be able 
to grow a high technology manufacturing ecosystem, 
to enable the delivery of a suite of precision weapons 
that meet the country’s growing needs.

As ground forces all over the globe face threats that necessitate 
a persistent anti-access area denial capability, Saab continues 

to innovate to provide advanced guided munition solutions.

Ground Launched Small Diameter Bomb
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THALES

AUSTRALIA’S SOVEREIGN 
GUIDED WEAPONS HERITAGE
There has been much made of the Prime 
Minister’s announcement in late March of the 
creation of an Australian Sovereign Guided 
Weapons Manufacturing Enterprise. And rightly 
so. This is a big ambition for the nation and 
big news for defence industry. Most importantly 
it is more achievable than most people think 
and that’s because the design, development and 
manufacture of Guided Munitions in Australia is 
not an industrial capability in its infancy. Australia 
has 70 years of demonstrated achievement in 
world class collaborative work by scientists, 
industry (including local SMEs), and Academia in 
developing and manufacturing a tried and tested 
guided weapons capability. 

If we look back to the 1950s and 60s, Australian 
rocket motors and booster solutions were already 
considered to be top-of-class. They were utilised 
to play significant roles in the push for both 
defence and commercial satellite launches into 
orbit. To put this into perspective, Australia was 
one of the first nations globally to build and launch 
a satellite into Space from its own soil.

At the same time and well into the 1970s and 
early 80s Australia was producing a range of 
guided missiles including the MALKARA wire-
guided missile and then the IKARA ship-borne 
long-range anti-submarine guided weapon. The 
IKARA proved to be such an effective guided 
missile it was adopted by the Royal Navy, the Royal 
New Zealand Navy and the Brazilian Navy. During 
this period, the KALKARA Unmanned Aerial 
Target also came into service. Australian made 
rocket motors propelled this advanced guided 
aerial target which was capable of operating at 
40,000 feet.

During the 1980s and early 90s the Australian 
Government centralised its sovereign rocket motor 
production, guided weapons and energetics 
manufacturing capability into one facility in regional 
New South Wales where it still continues to operate 
under Thales Australia’s management. Since that 
time Thales has invested heavily in energetics 
research and development and forged strong, 

enduring relationships with organisations such as 
DST Group, other defence Primes, Academia and 
local Australian industry to produce some of the 
best guided weapons capability in the world. 

During the 1990s and early 2000s the 
Kongsberg Penguin anti-ship missile, whilst 
originally a Norwegian design, had its warheads 
manufactured here in Australia. The production of 
these Penguin missiles was to support Kongsberg 
supplying the Sea Sprite helicopter, however, 
when the Sea Sprite program was cancelled 
the Australia made Penguin warheads were 
exported to six countries. Thales was fortunate 
to have recently celebrated the 22nd Anniversary 
of Penguin missile production with a visit from 
the Norwegian Ambassador to the Thales and 
Kongsberg stands at the 2021 Land Forces 
Conference in Brisbane.

The 1990s and early 2000s also saw the 
production of rocket motors for another highly 
successful guided weapon – the Nulka Active 
Missile Decoy. Nulka, which is capable of hovering 
in place, took ship protection to an entirely 
new level and was commissioned by the Royal 
Australian Navy, the U.S. Navy and the Canadian 
Armed Forces in 1999. It saw its first action in 
2003 during the Gulf War and quickly established 
itself as a ‘game changer’ in ship protection. Later, 
Australia would perform a Tech-Transfer to the 
United States for Nulka where it continues to be 
built. Here in Australia, BAE, as Prime for the Nulka 
missile system, continues to work with Thales 
to this day to manufacture Nulka at the facility. 
The Nulka program is one of Australia’s largest 
and most successful defence export products – 
exporting guided weapons to allied forces.

Each and every day our teams of highly skilled 
employees manufacture the warheads for the Royal 
Australian Air Force’s Guided Bomb Units (GBUs) 
which are authorised for its Super Hornets and 

manufactured for future use on its newest asset, 
the Joint Strike Fighter (F-35A). This work on the 
RAAFs BLU111 and BLU126 GBUs has been 
underway since 2016 and continues today, and 
we are currently looking to expand the scope and 
volume of this particular manufacturing project. 
Concurrently, we continue to support and invest 
in the research and development of advanced 
Guided Weapons, High Speed Weapons (HSW) 
and the production of new technologies that deliver 
defence-relevant sovereign capability.

Since all of Australia’s sovereign energetics and 
guided weapons capability was centralised, the site 
which is managed by 350+ highly skilled Thales 
staff has also developed a reputation for delivering 
some of the world’s best energetics; in particular 
propellant production, one of the core capabilities 
underpinning all sovereign munitions manufacture. 
Our Australian-made propellant is exported to major 
customers around the world including the U.S. 
military, and even customers such as NASA who 
used it on its shuttle and rocket launches. This 
speaks volumes to the highest quality, reliability 
and performance of this Australian manufacturing 
capability.

Our people have continued to operate safely and 

securely within these highly complex explosives 
manufacturing environments due to the high level 
of skills and expertise that has been nurtured and 
developed over 70 years. Not only does Defence 
and our export customers benefit from work the 
site produces, the positive economic impact for 
local Australian businesses is tangible. The site 
and its sister site in regional Victoria contract 
over 600 Australian suppliers. This investment into 
local business – the majority of which are SMEs – 
helps support regional jobs and further develops 
Australia’s sovereign industrial capability. 

To that end, Thales welcomes the recent 
announcement by the Federal Government to 
strengthen and grow Australia’s Guided Weapons 
capability and with that, the opportunity to continue 
to develop and expand Australia’s sovereign Guided 
Weapons capability – a capability that has supported 
the Australian Defence Force for over 70 years.

- Corry Roberts, Vice President Land,  
Thales Australia & New Zealand

If we look back to the 1950s and 60s, Australian rocket motors 
and booster solutions were already considered to be  

top-of-class.
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GUIDED WEAPONS

How critical is the response timing? Assuming 
an incoming missile is detected 30 nautical 
miles (nm) away travelling at hypersonic 

speed Mach 5 (0.91 nm/sec), it will arrive on target 
after 33 seconds. Faster missiles will obviously arrive 
in less time.

But the situation is more complicated than that. Not 
only must warships look after their own air defence, 
but they need to have area defence capabilities to 
protect other vessels like aircraft carriers, supply and 
landing ships. This really means being able to launch 
multiple air defence rockets over wide arcs at a group 
of incoming explosive laden missiles.

Destroyers and cruisers get round this by having 
48 or more launch cells because they have greater 
deck space. Smaller vessels like frigates typically only 
have room for 8, 24 or 32 launch cell installations. 
Smaller vessels still, like corvettes or large offshore 

patrol vessels, could just manage a specialised  
twelve-cell launcher.

How well do the Australian and New Zealand 
navies cope?

The Royal Australian Navy’s eight ANZAC frigates 
and three Hobart Class air warfare destroyers are all 
equipped with Mark 41 vertical launching systems 
(VLS) which will typically be used to fire RIM-66/166 
Standard Missiles-2 (SM-2) or RIM-162 Evolved Sea 
Sparrow Missiles (ESSM).

The SM-2 is a maneuverable surface-to-air defence 
weapon for extended area air defence projection by 
chasing threats close to the water's surface, as well 
as defending against anti-ship missiles and aircraft 
out to 90 nautical miles.

The ESSM is designed to counter supersonic 
maneuvering anti-ship missiles. ESSM also has the 
ability to be "quad-packed" in the Mark 41 VLS, 

allowing four ESSMs to be carried in a single cell, a 
significantly increased missile load over SM-2.

The Hunter Class frigate dimensions largely mirror 
that of the UK Type 26 Reference Ship Design. Some 
adjustments have been made to the Hunter Class 
hull form to accommodate Government mandated 
changes such as inclusion of the CEA Phased-
Array Radar. As well as carrying US missiles, they 
will have the Aegis Combat System with the Saab 
Australia developed Australian Interface, to ensure 
commonality across the Royal Australian Navy fleet 
of major surface combatants.

Australia has not followed the Royal Navy air 
defence missile fit out. The RN’s Type 26s are 
fitted with MBDA Sea Ceptor systems launching 
Common Anti-Air Modular Missiles (CAMM). The 
RAN’s Hunter Class frigate design will incorporate 
the 32 cell Mark 41 VLS fitted to launch the US family 
of SM-2 and ESSM missiles. 

Because it is very difficult and certainly highly 
dangerous to attempt replenishing Mark 41 VLS cells 
at sea, this puts a limit on the number of missiles 
available on an RAN frigate or air warfare destroyer. 
Providing effective air defence for RAN’s AORs 
and LHDs is a numbers game, assuming that target 
identification, tracking and threat elimination will have 
a high percentage success rate.

The obvious answer is to have more warships 
available with Mark 41 VLS or similar missile launch 
capabilities. But it would be totally uneconomic for 
Australia to simply build a lot more frigates for this 
role. Is there an alternative platform solution?

APDR believes that there is by building more 
Arafura Class OPVs than the 12 currently planned, 
to as many as 18 or 20, equipping six or so for an 
additional air defence role. 

The Royal New Zealand Navy’s two ANZACs have 
had their frigate systems upgraded in Lockheed 
Martin Canada’s shipyards at Esquimalt. A range 
of factors were considered for the missile system 
delivered in the frigate system upgrade project, such 
as through-life costs, expected in-service life and the 
potential for commonality by partners.

Malaysian warship KD Kasturi and HMNZS Te Kaha in formation along with warships from Australia, Malaysia, 
Singapore and New Zealand during Exercise Bersama Shield 2017. Credit: CoA / Bradley Darvill

GEOFF SLOCOMBE // VICTORIA

WARSHIP AIR DEFENCE SYSTEMS  
– THE CANADIAN EXPERIENCE

The threat of missile attacks on warships is evolving with missiles being air launched from greater distances, travelling at 
hypersonic speeds, and being targeted with greater precision. The challenge has been to ensure defensive systems have 

developed correspondingly.
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When asked by APDR why New Zealand chose 
the Sea Ceptor system for air defence, a Ministry of 
Defence spokesperson informed us that:

 ‘The Frigate systems upgrade project has been 
able to benefit from the Royal Navy’s selection and 
introduction of the Sea Ceptor. The Royal Navy and 
UK Ministry of Defence have provided significant 

support, knowledge and insights to the project team 
working on the Frigate upgrade and its introduction 
into service.’

The first completed frigate, HMNZS Te Kaha, 
returned to the Devonport Naval Dockyard, Auckland 
just before Christmas 2020. The second, HMNZS Te 
Mana, is in its final upgrade stages in Canada. Both 

frigates now have MBDA Sea Ceptor air defence 
systems installed.

Each upgraded frigate’s missile silo, holding 20 
munitions (CAMM is the missile in its canister) is 
located just forward of the hangar and behind the 
funnels. The CAMM silo replaces the previous Mark 
41 system. The configuration is essentially the same 
as that used for CAMM in a Royal Navy Type 23 
frigate, reduced in size to match the available deck 
area. 

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY (RAN) 
AIR DEFENCE SYSTEMS
All eight of the RAN’s ANZAC frigates underwent an 
upgrade program conducted from 2010 until 2017 to 
provide them with an enhanced level of self-defence 
against modern anti-ship missiles.

The Anti-Ship Missile Defence project 2010 to 
2017 at Henderson WA, introduced an indigenous, 
leading edge technology, phased array radar and 
missile illuminator collectively referred to as the 
Phased Array Radar (PAR) System. The PAR System 
delivers enhanced target detection and tracking 
that allows RIM-162 Evolved Sea Sparrow Missiles 
(ESSM), launched from the 8 cell Mark 41 VLS on the 
frigates, to engage multiple targets simultaneously.

One source consulted by APDR stated a single 
ESSM missile costs $US1,795.000 ($A2,311,000) 
in FY21, significantly more than a single MBDA 
CAMM missile, although with greater range.

The RAN’s three Hobart Class Air Warfare 
Destroyers have a 48 cell Mark 41 VLS which can 
launch SM-2s and ESSMs. They also have two 
4-canister Mark 141 Harpoon surface-to-surface 
missile launchers. The ANZAC frigates and Hobart 
Class air warfare destroyers are already fitted with, 
and Hunter Class Frigates will have, Nulka active 
missile decoys. 

The RAN’s frigates and air warfare destroyers can 
provide some area defence for both themselves and 
a fleet which could include Supply Class AORs and 
Canberra Class LHDs. 

RNZN ANZAC FRIGATES - SEA 
CEPTOR AIR DEFENCE SYSTEM
The two RNZN ANZAC frigates, HMNZS Te Kaha and 
Te Mana were built in Australia during the 1990s. They 
were both equipped for air defence with an 8 cell Mark 
41 VLS to fire Sea Sparrow missiles, now replaced 
during their frigate systems upgrade project.

Te Kaha’s and Te Mana’s self-defence system against 
air attack now is the same as that being installed on the 
Royal Navy’s Type 23 and 26 frigates, and their Type 

GUIDED WEAPONS

CAMM soft launch test firing (MBDA photo)
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31 in the future. New Zealand’s ANZAC frigate 
air defence upgrade is expected to cost much 
less than Australia’s, and is also expected to be 
cheaper per missile, while providing a different set 
of performance advantages in the short term. 

The trade-off is that Australia’s ESSMs can use 

their ship’s more powerful radar for guidance, in 
exchange for additional work tying the missile into 
the frigate’s combat system. 

Sea Ceptor’s CAMM is much lighter and smaller 
than ESSM (99kg vs 280kg), and can have less 
impact on ship design, being based on the CAMM 
Maritime Launch System (MLS). CAMM missiles can 
also be quad-packed in the lightweight Lockheed 

Martin ExLS VLS cell, or Mark 41 launcher, wh le 
ESSM requires at least a tactical-length Mk41 VLS 
cell (or Mk48/56 light weight VLS).

Traditional air defence systems utilise semi-active 
radar guidance, meaning they rely on a surface-
based fire control radar to illuminate the missile’s 

target. 
By using an active radar seeker and datalink on 

the missile, CAMM does not require the dedicated 
fire control radar on which a semi-active system 
depends. This not only removes cost and weight 
from the vessel, it makes integration simpler 
and means that Sea Ceptor can intercept more 
targets simultaneously, and across 360 degrees – 

something a semi-active system cannot.
Moreover, Sea Ceptor uses an innovative Soft 

Vertical Launch system where a gas generator ejects 
the CAMM missile from its canister. The benefits 
include increased range by saving all the rocket 
motor's energy to power the intercept, reduced 
minimum intercept range, reduced stress on launch 
platforms, significantly reduced maintenance costs, 
more compact installations on ships, no need to 
manage the hot gas efflux on board, and reduced 
launch signature. The lack of exhaust vents allows 
the launch cells to be much more compact.

An excellent view of Sea Ceptor firing trials 
from F231 HMS Argyll can be seen on this 1m46s 
YouTube video available at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Zl-US7xdIX4 

The New Zealand Ministry of Defence’s view, as 
their spokesperson informed APDR, is that:

 ‘The CAMM Sea Ceptor missile is a sophisticated 
missile system, with in-built primary guidance and 
control systems. The system has been previously 
tested on Royal Navy ships, providing the Frigate 
Systems Upgrade team with missile performance 
assurance.

‘There was no need for a test firing before 
HMNZS Te Kaha returned to New Zealand.’

HMAS Ballarat conducts an Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile firing at sea, as part of the Anzac class frigate's sea qualification trials. Credit: CoA / Leo Baumgartner

GUIDED WEAPONS

The Royal New Zealand Navy’s two ANZACs have had their 
frigate systems upgraded in Lockheed Martin Canada’s 

shipyards at Esquimalt. A range of factors were considered 
for the missile system delivered in the frigate system upgrade 
project, such as through-life costs, expected in-service life and 

the potential for commonality by partners.
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HMAS Ballarat conducts an Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile firing at sea, as part of the Anzac class frigate's sea qualification trials. Credit: CoA / Leo Baumgartner

GUIDED WEAPONS

MBDA SEA CEPTOR BEING 
SUPPLIED TO OTHER WORLD 
NAVIES
Sea Ceptor was officially declared 'in service' with 
the Royal Navy in May 2018, with the Type 23 Frigate 
fleet being upgraded from Sea Wolf to Sea Ceptor. 
RN’s Type 26 and Type 31 Frigates will all have Sea 
Ceptor.

The Chilean Navy selected and have installed Sea 
Ceptor to replace Sea Wolf on their three ex-Royal 
Navy Type 23 Frigates. 

Among future Navy operators of Sea Ceptor, 
Brazil’s Navy selected CAMM to equip their new 
Tamandaré/MEKO class Corvettes. 

In March 2021 the Canadian government signed a 
contract with MBDA to install Sea Ceptor in the 15 
strong new class of Canadian Surface Combatants, 
just about to start construction. 

For Navies requiring a longer-range missile than 
CAMM’s >16nm, MBDA Italy have developed the 
CAMM Extended Range (CAMM-ER) which can hit 
targets over 24nm away, comparable with Raytheon’s 
ESSM.

The Italian Navy is evaluating how to include the 
CAMM-ER missile family with its future surface 
combatants.

Conceived and developed as a fifth-generation 
entry-level naval air defence system, based on 
the CAMM-ER (Extended Range) munition and 
characterised by reduced footprint and weight, low 
procurement and life-cycle costs, the Albatros NG 
is presented by MBDA Italia as a self-defence and 
limited consort ships protection system able to be 
installed on a wide range of naval platforms.

On 3 March 2021 MBDA announced that it 
has been awarded a first Albatros NG contract 
from an undisclosed international customer, for a 
brand new CAMM-ER based air defence system. 
APDR believes that this “undisclosed international 
customer” is actually the Royal Malaysian Navy. 

An MBDA spokesperson told APDR that:
 “Sea Ceptor was designed to change the game 

in naval air defence and with a growing list of ship 
classes that it has been chosen to protect, and its 
capability to do this as close-in or local-area air 
defence; it is rapidly delivering on this promise. 
With the exciting development of CAMM-ER, MBDA 
can now offer a flexible configuration based on the 
CAMM family of missiles that gives exceptional 
performance in all operational scenarios.”

The CAMM-ER MLS is based on the compact 
design developments by MBDA UK for the Royal 
Navy’s Type 26 and Type 31 frigates. The CAMM-ER 
MLS solution is functionally identical to the single 

cell MLS for Type 23 frigates, characterised by a 
basic but cost-effective solution. This sees the single 
missile launch canister with the same upper chimney 
assembly of the CAMM, maintaining the same 
bolting mechanism to the ship through a simple 
shock mount, without a dedicated launcher system 
and ancillaries with related weight, power and space 
requirements. 

AIR DEFENCE SYSTEM FOR EXTRA 
RAN ARAFURA CLASS OPVS?
Between 2024 and 2028 the Brazilian Navy is 
acquiring four Tamandaré Class Corvettes as new 
escort ships to counter any threats, ensure maritime 
traffic protection, as well as control Brazilian 
jurisdictional waters and the exclusive economic 
zone. They will all have the Sea Ceptor system for 
air defence.

Although these corvettes have twice the 
displacement of the RAN’s Arafura Class OPVs, and 
have 20 metres extra length overall, it seems entirely 
possible that the Arafura Class could mount a silo 
containing twelve CAMM/CAMM-ER MLS cells (see 
two paragraphs above). This means it would have 12 
missiles ready to fire at targets from around 1nm to 
24nm or more away.

Looking at images of the CAMM installation on RN 
Type 23 frigate HMS Argyll and scaling that back to 

a three-cell installation, plus command-and-control 
cabinet and a launch management system cabinet 
suggests the six additional OPVs would need their 
length overall to be increased to 83 metres, by 
inserting an extra three metre section behind the 
40mm gun to hold the missile silo. The cells would 
be placed at existing floor level inside the OPV 
and project upwards by approximately 4.5 metres 
which would still be well below bridge height. This 
installation will have minimal effect on displacement 
and probably lower the vertical centre of gravity.

If the Australian government chose to increase 
their Arafura OPV build plan from 12 vessels to 18 
vessels or more, at least six could be fitted with 

three cell CAMM-ER MLS. This would give potential 
to launch between 12 and 72 missiles, depending 
on the number of OPVs involved. These could be 
invaluable to defend escorted ships against a swarm 
of sophisticated drones or unmanned aircraft.

An extra six OPVs would cost around two billion 
dollars. 

An Australian Defence spokesperson told APDR 
for this article that:

 “Defence is not currently considering fitting Sea 
Ceptor/CAMM and other small Vertical Launch 
Systems to the Arafura Class OPVs.” 

Given that these OPVs will have the advanced 9LV 
Saab combat management system in common with 
other Fleet vessels, it would appear this opportunity 
has not been properly and objectively considered by 
Defence.

IN CONCLUSION
A Hunter Class frigate’s 32 cell missile load, as 
currently planned, will certainly include both SM-2 
and quad-packed ESSM missiles. Assuming 24 cells 
have SM-2s and 8 cells each have 4 ESSMs, the 
total available missile count will be 56. Impressive 
but what could happen if these frigates were fitted 
out with Sea Ceptors launching CAMM-ER missiles? 
Over twice as many. 128 missiles, could be launched 
to defend a task force. And each of these CAMM-ER 
missiles costs a lot less than a single ESSM.

The RAN will only ever have around nine frigates 
and three air warfare destroyers. Fitting around six 
or more Arafura Class OPVs with three cell missile 
launchers will give a lot of extra escort capability for 
supply ships and Canberra Class LHDs.

The time to commit to these and initiate design 
changes for extra OPVs is now, to have them 
available around the same time as the first Hunter 
Class frigates.

Right now, Defence should plan to fit a silo, with 
at least 24 cells, for CAMM/CAMM-ER missiles, to 
both Canberra Class LHDs and seriously rethink 
whether to include Sea Ceptor in the Hunter Class 
frigates.

By using an active radar seeker and datalink on the missile, 
CAMM does not require the dedicated fire control radar on which 
a semi-active system depends. This not only removes cost and 
weight from the vessel, it makes integration simpler and means 
that Sea Ceptor can intercept more targets simultaneously, and 
across 360 degrees – something a semi-active system cannot.
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NEWS FROM ACROSS THE TASMAN
ROCKET LAUNCH FAILS, BUT NOT ALL 
BAD NEWS
Rocket Lab has a very good launch record with only 
one previous failure. Up until 15 May 2021 Rocket 
Lab had conducted 17 launches from their Launch 
Complex-1 on the Mahia Peninsula, North Island, 
successfully sending into low earth orbit 104 small 
satellites.

Following a successful lift-off, first stage burn, and 
stage separation, Rocket Lab experienced an anomaly 
in second stage ignition during its 13th Electron mission 
‘Pics Or It Didn’t Happen’ on 4 July 2020. The second 
stage burn ignition failure occurred approximately four 
minutes into the flight and resulted in the safe loss of 
the vehicle. As a result, the payloads onboard Electron 
were not deployed to orbit. 

On 15 May this year, following a successful lift-off 
from Launch Complex-1 on Mahia Pensinsula, first stage 
burn, and stage separation, Rocket Lab experienced 
an anomaly three minutes into the company’s 20th 
Electron mission ‘Running Out Of Toes.’ This resulted 
in the loss of the mission. 

Preliminary data reviews suggest an engine computer 
detected an issue shortly after stage 2 engine ignition, 
causing the computer to command a safe shutdown 
as it is designed to do. The launch vehicle’s second 
stage remained within the predicted launch corridor 
and caused no harm to the public, Rocket Lab’s launch 
or recovery crews, or the launch site. 

“We deeply regret the loss of BlackSky’s payload 
and we are committed to returning to flight safely and 
reliably for our customers,” said Rocket Lab founder 
and chief executive, Peter Beck. “We are methodically 
working through the review process to address the 
issue. After 17 successful missions and more than 100 
satellites deployed to orbit prior to this mission, and 
with multiple launch vehicles currently in production, 
we are confident in a swift and reliable return to flight 
with minimal impact on our launch manifest this year.”

Flight data shows Electron’s first stage performed 
nominally during the mission and did not contribute 
to the flight issue. The first stage safely completed a 
successful splashdown under parachute as planned, 
continuing to send telemetry data, and Rocket Lab’s 
recovery team retrieved the stage from the ocean for 
transport back to Rocket Lab’s production complex as 
part of the company’s reusability test program. 

The new heat shield debuted in this flighprotected 

the stage from the intense heat and forces experienced 
while re-entering Earth’s atmosphere and the program 
took yet another major advance towards reusability of 
the rocket. The engines remain in good condition and 
Rocket Lab intends to put them through hot fire testing 
for analysis. 

Selected components from the recovered stage are 
also suitable for re-flight on future missions. Rocket 
Lab’s program to make Electron a reusable launch 
vehicle is advancing quickly and the company intends 
to conduct its third recovery mission later this year.

On 2nd June Rocket Lab announced it had received 
authorisation from the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) to resume launches. Rocket Lab is leading the 
mishap investigation into the anomaly with oversight 
from the FAA; the federal licensing body for U.S. launch 
vehicles. Rocket Lab is continuing with a rigorous 
internal review into the anomaly, before recommencing 
launches soon.

ARTIFICAL INTELLIGENCE AIDS 
RESCUERS
In search and rescue, and humanitarian aid and 
disaster relief scenarios, every second counts, so the 
Defence Force has partnered with Microsoft and Aware 
Group to explore cutting-edge artificial intelligence (AI) 
technology designed to save lives faster.

The device is a deployable server, Azure Stack Edge, 
which runs the AI software and interprets imagery 
supplied from footage from an unmanned aerial system 
(UAS) and identifies human shapes. The technology 
quickly rules in, or out, areas where people are 
stranded so rescue teams can get to them as quickly 
as possible. 

Part of the attraction of the technology 
is how deployable it is, Assistant Director 
Air Force Capability Development Deane 
Kennedy said:

 “The server stack is about a metre long 
and 40mm deep and can be taken pretty 
much anywhere.” 

The UAS can either stream footage live, 
as it is piloted over search areas or the 
memory card fitted can be taken out on its 
return and plugged into the server, which 
processes the images:

“It reads through the video file and identifies what it 
determines in the video stream are people. 

“If you were flying a drone down a route, the server 
would take the stream and say ‘I think you’ve got 
something here to look at’, and the operator can then 
redirect the drone back over that spot. Or the drone 
can fly the route, come back, load up all the video in 
the server, which reads it and find areas where more 
detailed examination might be required.” 

The UAS can perform an initial search of a 10km 
gully within 20 minutes, Mr Kennedy said.

“To walk it, you’re talking hours. Even people 
searching by helicopter can’t see everything all at once. 
Whereas a drone has everything captured on video, 
and you can scroll backwards and forwards through it.” 

The Defence Force is still going through the process 
to be able to use the technology during an operation, 
but once it’s there, it will be a useful tool, he said. 
Bianca Ellery from Aware Group said Azure Stack 
Edge has the added benefit of running completely 
offline when deployed in harsh environments.

“The footage is processed by the AI in real-time 
and indicates key frames for the analysts to verify. 
If something is found in the footage, the frame can 
then be flagged and a team can respond immediately. 
“The solution also presents additional context such as 
geo-location if it’s available. Having all the information 
quickly and in a single place is critical to a successful 
rescue operation.”

 Microsoft technology strategist Rod Park said “It’s 
good to listen to the Air Force around some of the 
operational challenges – especially during humanitarian 
aid and disaster response scenarios. 

APDR thanks Rebecca Quillan, Editor NZDF Air Force 
News, for this item

NEW ZEALAND

Screen image showing locations of stranded people 
detected by drone flight (Credit: NZDF)
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